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The Best Writers in the Country.

The First Magazine Ever Illustrated With Oil Chroinos,

in This Country.

SPLENDID GAME AND PUZZLE DEPARTMENT.

RAISE THE CLUBS FOB 1878, AND GET OUR SPLENDID PREMI-
UMS.

jj^" Owing to the popularity of Work and Play with the people, subscribers are

easily obtained.

11^°* The popular price of One Dollar brings it within the reach of all.

^^^ Every Family wants it far the Games and Puzzles.

J^^ Every Croquet Player is interested in Prof. Rover's Croquet Department.

8^*^ Every Mechanic or Artisan will gain information from Uncle Raphael's Draw-
ing Lessons, worth double the cost of the Magazine for a year.

^^ Both Old and Young are interested in the Sketches and Stories by the best writ-

ers in the country.

(J^^ Educators are interested in the occasional articles on the Kindergarten.

51^^ The best Magazine for the whole family ever published.

We take pleasure in presenting below the names of some of our contributors, to which

we are constantly making additions.

Dr. J. G. HOLLAND, (Timothy Titcomb,) Prof. C. H. HITCHCOCK, of the Mount
Mr. CHARLES D. WARNEK, Washington Scientific Expedition.
CoL. THOMAS W. KNOX, UNCLE RAPHAEL.
Mr. JUNIUS HENRI BROWNE, Mrs. F. H. COOKE, of Boston.
Mr. C. H. HURD, Mrs. C. N. WILLARD,
Prof. EDWARD WIEBE, of Germany, Mrs. LILIAN G. BROWNE,
Mr. E. W. B. CANNING, Miss E. P. PEABODY, of Cambridge,
Prof. A. ROVER, Croquet and Game De- Mrs. S. O. JOHNSON,

partment, EFSA MANSFIELD.
5^°" See Special Premiums in another column.

Agents desiring to work on cash commissions, will please address the publishers,

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.

Croquetf its JPHnciples and Rules*
BY PROF. A. ROVER.

The Standard Authority for Croquet in America. It settles disputes. It increases

the interest in the game by enabling all to play correctly. It contains many problems

for beginners. It allows the loose Croquet to all. It abolishes the booby and the flinch.

75 pages, illustrated. Send 10 cents for sample copy. MILTON BRADLEY & CO.
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INTEODUCTION.

OCIABILITY is probably the most universal trait of the human heart, and in

I
no class is it stronger than in youth. When to it is added the buoyancy and

*1 love of sport that is expected in every healthy child, it is not wonderful that

so many children of most exemplary parents are ruined by the wicked associ-

^iw^ ations contracted in their search after the society and entertainment they

should have found in the purest and most natural forms at home. Those who

have charge of public enterprises are not ignorant of tliis demand for society ; our church-

es must have their social gatherings to keep up a congregation, and, on the other hand, the

owners of the rum shops and gambling hells that line our most beautiful streets are

wise enough to make their places as beautiful and cheerful as possible, in order to at-

tract those who are so unfortunate as to be deprived of any counter attractions at home.

As these traps of Satan are multiplying even at our very doors, the staid and negative

goodness that was formerly partially successful in restraining the youth when there

were not a dozen neighbors within a mile, are no longer able to cope with the mighty

influences for evil that are being exerted on every side of the children of the present

day, especially in our larger villages and cities. Hence in just the proportion that the

temptations of the street increase around the outside of our homes, so should every

parent multiply the attractions within until the Home becomes the pleasantest place on

earth to every member of the family while they are permitted to enjoy its blessings, and

such that it will be looked back to by every child in after years as the dearest spot in

memory. There are innumerable ways in which this desirable result may be attained,

all combining to the general result, but there is no one class of influences more potent

than the introduction of social games and sports, and it is in this direction that the pub-

lishers of this little book have been working for several years in the production of a class

of innocent and instructive recreations, a proper use of which in every family of young

folks will guarantee the presence of every member around the evening lamp in prefer-

ence to any other places of amusements.

The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher very truly says : "If you want to make the ruin of

a child sure, give him liberty after dark. You cannot do anything nearer to insure his

damnation than to let him have the liberty to go where he will without restraint. After

dark he will be sure to get into communication with people that will undermine all his

good qualities. There is nothing more important than for a child to be home at night
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or, if he is abroad, you sliould be with him. If he is to see any sights, or take pleasure,

there is notliing that you should not see with him. It is not merely that the child should

be broken down, but there are thoughts that never ought to iind passage into a man's

brain. As an eel, if he wriggles across your carpet, will leave his slime which no brush-

ing can ever eiface, so there are thoughts that you never get rid of, once permitted to

enter ; and there are individuals going round with obscene books and pictures under

the lappels of their coats, that will leave ideas in the mind of your child that can never

be efl'aced."

The progress of the majority of Americans in the right direction has been very

marked within the past ten years, during which time a very superior class of social

games and amusements has been put into the market. It was in the interest of this

cause that the Magazine, Work and Play, was launched on the sea of competition two

years ago, and the success with which it has been erowned is a new guarantee that par-

ents are ready to welcome any aid in this good movement.

This Annual is principally composed of extracts from the various numbers of

"Work and Play during the last two years, giving a variety of Social Games, Illustra-

ted Rebuses, Puzzles, Acting Charades, Bible Questions, &c., &c.—selected from nearly

one thousand that have been published during this time in "Work and Play. The an-

swers to some of the Puzzles and Problems are given at the end of the book, but as it

would very materially detract from the interest in every family if all were given, many

are withheld. All the answers not here given may be found in any number of Work
AND Play from January, 1871, to April, 1872, which maybe found at the news rooms,

or the answers may be received by mail by sending a stamp to the Publishers.

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,

Springfield, Mass.



Social GrCLiries

ORIGIN OF MODERN GAMES.

|N the youthful days of the parents and grand-parents of the readers of Work

MHI ^^^ Play, little thought was given to the amusements of the young folks.—

(^*T^i There were checkers, fox and geese, and twelve-men morris, the last two gen-

'^^^ erally scratched on the opposite sides of a piece of pine board, and played with

red and yellow kernels of corn for men. Further than these, little was known or prac-

ticed, except some games of cards which the boys played secretly in the barns and

other retired places, because their parents did not encourage any interesting or amus-

ing games and occupations around the fireside. About the year 1843, Messrs. W. and

S. B. Ives of Salem, Mass., published the games of Dr. Busby and the Mansion of Hap-

piness, which are both well known at the present time, and still continue to be great

favorites with the children. The author of Dr. Busby was a young lady of Essex

county, Mass., a daughter of a clergyman; and the game was at first prepared to amuse

the young members of her family, but the demand for copies was so great that the

Messrs. Ives were induced to publish it. The Mansion of Happiness, an English game,

originally published in 1800, was republished in tliis country, in a form greatly im-

proved and better adapted to the American market.

From the game of Dr. Busby have sprung a great number of social card games, both

instructive and amusing, of which the game of authors is the best known and has had

a larger sale than any other, much larger even than Dr. Busby. The new game of

Popular Characters from Dickens, announced for the holidays of '71, is on a

similar principle with the several works of Dickens, and their characters forming the

" books," and a novel feature introduced in connection with a Dickens' card.

From The Mansion of Happiness the numerous modern board games have directly

and mdirectly arisen ; of these the Checkered Game of Life has probably had a more

extensive sale than any other, and its publication eight years ago was the beginning of

a new and important revival of the interest in social games and amusements, that has

rapidly extended over this country, until now nearly every family of children looks as

anxiously for the announcement of a new game as for a new book.

More recently, Parcheesi, and Japanese Backgammon have been very popular, the

more so, probably, because considered better adapted to adults as well as children ; and

by all these innocent fireside amusements, parents are rapidly learning that it is not so

very far beneath their dignity to join with the children in making home happy. At

first, they generally claim it is only done to amuse the children, and we are willing to

allow the claim if necessary, to induce them to make a beginning, but the result gen-

erally is, that the old folks are as much pleased as the children, and the consequent re-

laxation from business and cares for an evening, is the best possible preparation for a

good niglit's rest and the labors of the morrow.

Ancient Amusements.—It seems that the Ancients were not as destitute of amuse-

ments as may generally be supposed, as we learn that a circus was built by Tarquin, 605

B. C, and theatrical representations took place as long ago as 562 B. C. The first trag-

edy represented was written by Thespis, 536 B. C. Chess, the oldest and most scientific

of sedentary amusements, originated in India, about five thousand years ago. Back-

gammon is traced to Palamedes, of Greece, as the inventor, 1200 B. C. Is it not possible

that the great philosopher, Socrates, delighted in chess, and that even immortal Homer

could i)lay a fair game of backgammon?
1*
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LEARNING TO PLAY NEW GAMES.
The Publishers of Wobic and Play are receiving so many letters of inquiry con-

cerning the methods of playing various games, it is quite evident that a little general ad-

vice on the above subject is needed.

As social games become more popular, it is very necessary for people to accustom
themselves to learn the methods of playing from the Published rules; otherwise the

introduction of any new game must be very slow. Few persons understand the difficulty

experienced in making concise and explicit rules for social games, and many seem to

expect to find in the printed rules definite statements of every particular condition that

may occur in playing. Others look a game through hastily, and having played one

somewhere that they imagine may bo similar, they at once jump at the conclusion that

the same rules govern the one in hand, and having once become impressed with that

idea, they are determined to bring the game to their preconceived notions, and if they

can find nothing authorizing such play, they at once conclude there must be trouble

with the rules.

There is only one proper way to learn a new game from printed rules : Having secur-

ed a party of players for the game, first read the rules entirely through, aloud, allowing

no questions to be asked, and no discussion to arise until, from the entire reading a

general idea of the game ha.s been obtained by the party. If, after one reading, there

are any questions, the reading may be repeated ; but do not consume too much time in

wondering and guessing about the difficult points; at once commence to play, and pro-

ceed exactly according to the directions, step by step, never inventing any rules. If it

should seem possible to play in two different ways, each agreeing with the rules, choose

which seems the more sensible, and proceed with the game, remembering that for the

present it is not of the least consequence who wins, the only object being to learn.

Probably when one game has been played, some of the party will have so far obtained

the idea, as to see that but one of the methods in question is consistent with the general

scheme.

As no modern game can be considered perfect,—long years of experience having per-

fected chess and other standard games, it is not unusual for an expert to be able to

improve upon the published rules. But never attempt such changes until the game is

fully understood, unless some invention is necessary to meet a point not provided for

in the printed directions.

Few games worthy the attention of an adult can be learned by reading the rules

through once or twice; a good game can only be understood in its simplest form by

playing it, and a considerable amount of practice is necessary in order to see the fine

points. What would be thought of a person who should take up the rules of chess or

bezique, and after reading them say, "Oh, I don't think much of that, I can't see

through it? " While it is not practicable or desirable to make modern social games as

intricate or scientific as chess, yet a game, in order to be of any interest, must have

points that can not be seen at once. No game was ever so universally branded as fool-

ish by lookers-on as croquet, ajul yet no other was ever so popular with all classes and

all ages, and this is the more wonderful when it is known how few people understand

how to play the game correctly. It is probably true that the game of croquet is not

played correctly, according to any established authority whatever, on one ground in

twenty in this country. And why? Simply because people are not accustomed to the

study of the rules for themselves, but take instead the " say so" of some one who has

half learned the game from some other equally ignorant person. The fact that croquet

is so popular, when half understood, is a proof that our people love social games, and

if accustomed to properly learn them would provide them freely for their families

thereby rendering cheerful many a home that now is cheerless to the children.— JFoj7.'

anil Play.
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OUT-DOOE GAMES.
Hunt the Hare.—All join hands and form a circle. One called the "Hare" is

left out, who runs several times around the ring and at last taps one of the players on

the shoulder. The one tapped quits the ring and runs after the Hare, the circle joining

hands where he left, to keep the rin" complete. The Hare runs in and out in every

direction, passing under the arms of those in the circle, until caught by the pursuer,

when he or she becomes Hare. Those in the circle must always be friends to the Hare,

and assist his escape in every possible way, quickly raising their arms to allow him to

pass under, and hindering his pursuer.

TUEN Out, Every One.—The one called the "Commander" stands on a spot

marked out, in the center of a large area; at a certain distance in front of him—say

twenty feet—a line is designated for a goal, on which the players stand ; and at about
the same distance behind him another similar goal is fixed. "When all is ready, the

players stand in line, ftxcing the Commander, who calls out, "Turnout, everyone!"
Immediately, every one must run across to the other goal, and the Commander must
try to catch some one on the way. If he succeeds, that one becomes the Commander

;

but if they all reach the goal, and no one is caught, then the same Commander must
serve again, taking his place and calling out as before until he catches some one.

Mother Goose.—This game is for little folks. One is chosen to be the "Mother
Goose," and she arranges the rest in a line to follow her. She then leads ofl", walking
backwards, facing her followers, and repeating some Mother Goose story, and making
some motions with her hands. All must say and do just what she does. She continues

this as long as she chooses, bnt finally claps her hands, as signal for them all to run to

a certain tree or post that has been previously fixed as a goal. Off they st^rt, and she

runs to catch one ; if she succeeds, she cries out, " Here is Mother Goose !
" and the one

caught must be the leader next time. If she catches no one before reaching the goal,

she must try it all over again, until she succeeds.

The Empeeor Game.—This game can be played on any open space sufiBciently

large, and by any number of persons. In the center of the space selected, the " Em-
peror's" pedestal should be driven securely into the ground. This pedestal consists of

a post nearly a foot and a half high from the ground, with a pointed spike at one end
to drive into the ground, in order to make the post firm. The top of the post must be

smooth and fiat fur the "Emperor" to stand upon. The "Emperor" consists of a
figure of a man from eight to ten inches high made of lead, stone, or hard wood. Two
stakes must be placed twelve paces distant from the "Emperor" and two feet apart.

Twelve balls differently painted should be used with this game. When the players

are ready to commence, they must first select one player for the "Emperor's" prime
minister. He must take his stand near the " Emperor." The other players must each

select a ball and keep it through the game, each in turn throwing his or her ball at the

"Emperor" striving to knock him off his pedestal. If he falls, his prime minister

must instantly replace him, before trying to catch the person who threw the ball. The
player throwing the ball must stand between the two stakes ; every person throwing a
ball, must, as soon as the ball is thrown run after it ; if he succeeds in touching the ball

before the prime minister touches him. the player can return and throw again in his turn.

If the " Emperor" is not thrown down, the prime minister can run quickly after the

player as soon as the ball falls ; if he touches the plaj'er before the player has caught
the ball, that player must become prime minister, and the prime minister can take the

player's ball and throw in his turn. As soon as a player has thrown his ball, and the

"Emperor" remains on his pedestal, another player can throw at once; in that way
sometimes a number are running at the same moment after their balls. If the "Em-
peror" is knocked down while the prime minister is trying to catch a player, he is
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obliged as soon as any one calls out " The Emperor is down," to return and replace liini,

before he attempts to catcli any one. The game lasts until three rounds of balls have

been thrown. The victors are those who have not been prime minister, and who have

dethroned the "Emperor" the most. Sometimes the players agree to play six rounds

of balls for a game.

The Bell-Eingeb.—All the players but one are closely blindfolded. Before blind-

ing, the ground for playing is marked out by stakes, as this game is generally played

out of doors, and a rope is passed around the stakes ; the players must keep within the

rope. If the game is played within doors it requires an empty room, or the players

might be injured. The one not blinded is called the " bell-ringer," because he is armed

with a small hand-bell which he is bound to keep ringing. The blindfolded players try

to catch the " bell-ringer " guided by his bell, while he tries to escape. A skillful " bell-

ringer " will lead the blind men into all sorts of scrapes, escaping, himself, by quick

motions. If the "bell-ringer" Is caught, he takes the blindfolded player's place. If

he escaiies a certain length of time fixed before the game commences, he is the con-

queror. This game is too rough for girls, but a favorite pastime with many boys.

IN-DOOR GAMES.
"Verharium."—The young folks in some of the western states play a very good

game which they call "Verbarium." We have never heard of it in this region, so ven-

ture to give it. Any number of persons, provided with paper and pencU, or slate and

pencil, can play it. One of the number is chosen time-keeper, and he selects the word

as verbarium, which he announces to aU at the same time, saying he will give two min-

utes—or longer, if he likes,—for writing. Suppose, for example, the word "strange" to

be the verbarium. Each one writes it down, then writes as rapidly as possible all the

words he can think of beginning with"s" which can be spelled by using only the letters

contained in the verbarium, When the time-keeper calls "Time !" all writing must

cease, then each one reads in turn the words he has written. As each word is read,

those who have not written that one call out "No!" and each one that has written it

marks himself one credit extra for each person that failed to write that word. For in-

stance, if you have the word "sane," and two others have it not, you then mark your-

self two extra credits;—you have one credit for writing it, and adding two extras, you

have three credits for that word. After all have read and have marked their credits, the

next letter of the verbarium—in this case "t"—is taken in the same way, and so on

through the whole word; and the one who gets the greatest number of credits, wins.

The Game of "Characters."—Let some person leave the room. Then those re-

maining may decide upon some well-known character that the absent one is to represent.

Having called him back, commence talking to him, and asking questions as if he were

really the person he is supposed to represent. If he is able to guess the character

named, he must state whose conversation or question suggested it, and that person

shall go out next time.

The Game of Proverbs.—One person having retired from the room, a proverb is

selected by the remaining company, and one word of the sentence assigned to each per-

son, in regular succession around the room; and if there are more players than there

are words in the proverb or sentence, it is partially repeated, so as to give each player a

word. Thus, supposing the sentence selected to be, "A fool and his money are soon

parted." Beginning at some point in the circle of players, "A" is given to the first one;

"fool" to the second, and so on ; and if there are more players than words, "A" is given

to another, and enough of the words repeated to give a word to each player. The absent

one is then called, and instructed where to commence, and in which direction to go

round the circle, and then he is to ask some question of each player in order, and the
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person questioned must return an answer that shall contain the proverb word given him.

Only one question shall be asked of each player in going once round, and it is consider-

ed desirable to make the answer as short as possible, and not make the word too plain.

If, after going entirely round the circle, the questioner fails to guess the proverb, he can

go round again, or give up and go out again. When the proverb is guessed, the person

having last answered shall be the next one to go out. The best proverbs are those hav-

ing some words whose pronunciations are the same as other words that are spelled

ditterently.

Natural History Game.—Any number of persons, "old and young, can join in this

. amusement, and it can not be "played out" quite so easily as some.

Some one, who is ready, begins the game with a question something like the follow-

ing :—

"What has two wings, two legs, a backbone, and a tail?"

This is easy enough for the youngest, and is quickly answered, "A bird."

. Then another who is ready, asks, perhaps, "What has no arms, no legs, but a head, a

tail and a backbone?"

Answered, "A fish or a snake."

Another asks, "A backbone, a bead and tail, four legs and a trunk?"

Answered, "An elephant."

"A backbone, a head, two legs and many trunks?"

Answered, after much guessing, "A lady»"

"What has a back, two arms and a tail (sometimes two), no legs and no head?" "A
coat."

"What lives and gets along with no head, no legs, no wings, no arms and no back-

bone?" "A worm."
"What has two horns and nothing else?" "A dilemma."

"Two claws, eight legs, no head, but a tail?" "A lobster."

"Two wings, many legs, and a very great but variable number of arms?" "An
army."

"Four legs, one foot, a head and no tail?" "A bed."

"Six legs, two wings, and no backbone?" "A fly."

And thus the game continues, gaining the interest of all, and making any a'mount of

fun. We append a few questions, for our readers to answer, and we hope that some will

not only send us the answers to these, but also many more questions for us to print next

time.

1. What has two wings sometimes, and sometimes one, sometimes none and no back-

bone?

2. No wings, and no head, but four legs?

3. What is that which runs along with its head at one end of it, and its mouth at the

other?

4. A back and no bone ; a face and no head ; two hands and no arms, and not even

one leg?

5. What has a brow and a foot, but no head or limbs?

6. What has a tongue but no head, a toe and a heel but no legs?

7. What has arms but no hands, legs but no feet, a back but no head?

8. What has only eyes?

9. What has three feet but no legs, no head, no claws, but many nails?

10. What has a head but no feet, though will go if hard driven?

Guess.—This game is a good one for three "little chicks" to play. Two of us played

it with little Jollie Eobson, and he said, "It's ze nicest play I never seen." Let us sup-

pose that Gertie, Clara and Amy are to play it. In the first place, a dozen pieces of

blank paper must be laid on the table or carpet ; then Clara leaves the room or "blinds,"

while Gertie marks with a pencil the imder side of one of the pieces. When Gertie
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says "Ready !" Clara eomes and guesses which piece is the marked one. Amy must be

the forfeit-holder ;—the forfeits may be a handful of little sticks, or some buttons, or

corn, or anything convenient—and every time that Clara guesses a wrong one. Amy
gives one forfeit to Gertie. Clara keeps on guessing till she gets the right one, which

must then be thrown out. Then Gertie must go out or "blind," while Clara marks one

;

and when Gertie comes to guess, for every wrong one that she guesses. Amy must give

one forfeit to Clara, and so on, Gertie and Clara taking tiu-ns, tiU all but one of the pie-

ces have been guessed. Then the one that has the most forfeits has won the game. The

next time, Gertie or Clara can hold the forfeits, and let Amy play.

The Scissors Game.—Fasten a line across a room, at one end, just above the heads

of people, and to the line fasten by threads, to hang down below the shoulders, any ar-

ticle you fancy, or such things as are generally Inuig on to German trees. One of the

party should play the piano. Another is then blindfolded, and being placed at a dis-

tance of six or eight paces from the line, is armed with a pair of small scissors.

He advances with outstretched hand and snips once. If he cuts the thread, the arti-

cle suspended by it is his. Six articles should be hung up at a time, and each person

should advance six times, making only one snip at each advance. The articles should

be concealed in paper bags, or rather in paper tied up at the corners, so that it may not

be known what the prizes are. It is more amusing if some are blanks. The music

should play as each person advances—louder as he approaches the line—dying away if

he misses, and triumphant if he succeeds. One person after another is blindfolded, and

advances six times, till all the prizes are cut down. After one is blindfolded he should

be turned round several times, and moved about before he is led up to the starting place.

The Knight of the Infanta.—The result of this trick, if well managed, is to

produce roars of laughter. Three or four, or more, young g^tlemen, agree to sit down

in a row with their eyes blindfolded, and to allow their arms to be folded and fastened

in front of them, taking care that one hand is closely folded with the back up. They

are told that they are to be bewitched, and those in the trick come around and poke

them, Jtnd distract their attention in every possible way. Meanwhile, two or more who
are accustomed to do things quickly, draw faces with chalk on the back of one of the

hands of each boy. A baby cap is put on it, and some long clothes or a towel is fasten-

ed to the arm, so as to hang down and look like baby clothes ; the handkerchiefs are

then removed from the young gentlemen's eyes, when each is seen gravely nursing a

baby. The trick should be played to three or four at a time, so that they can laugh at

each other.

Jack's Alive.—Take a tallow candle, light it, and let it burn until the wick is long.

The company sit in a circle; as soon as all are ready, one takes the candle, blows out

the flame, leaving the sparks on the wick, and passes it to his next neighbor, saying

"Jack's alive." Each passes it to the next, saying "Jack's alive," as long as the sparks

continue to burn. The player who holds the candle when the last spark dies out, niust

say "Jack's dead," and pay a forfeit.

PARLOR TRICKS.
Spirit Rappings.—Two persons knowing the secret play this game for the amuse-

ment of a company. One of the two is seated, holding a cane, or something with which

to rap on the floor. The other, representing the medium, stands in the center of the

room to await a communication. The former raps with his cane, then waits a little and

asks the medium, " Do you hear it ? " The company, meantime, make any remarks

they please. The one with the cane repeats his raps at intervals, also the question, un-

til the medium says, " I hear it." Then the latter, professing to have heard a commu-
nication which shall enable him to point out the person whose hand shall be shaken, in
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bis absence, leaves the room. The one with the cane rises and shakes hands with one

of the company, and again takes his seat. The signal is then given for the return of

the absent one. He comes, and immediately points out the one whose hand was shaken.

The solution of the mystery is very simple, but it is not easily discovered when well

performed. It is thus : It is agreed tljat the person with whom to shake hands must be

the one that spoke last b^ore the mecliuin said, " I hear it."

The Black Akt.—This is a simple parlor trick that is very amusing where it is not

too well known, and requires but two persons in the secret to perform it. One of these

two leaves the room, and the company name some object in sight which he shall desig-

nate on his return, in answer to inquiries of his accomplice. Thus, supposing the

company name a lady's dress, the interrogator commences by asking, "Is it the

clock ? " " No." " The lamp ? " " No." " A painting ? " " No." " A gentleman's

boot ? " " No." " A lady's dress ? " " Yes." The designated article must be named
immediately after something black. lu this case the dress was named after the boot.

The Magic Aetist.—This is a parlor trick, by which a person, returning to a room,

is able to tell any object that has been named during his absence; as, for illustration, a
" cat." Of course this requires a confederate, and with a cane or other suitable stick

he announces his intention to make a drawing of a cat on the cari:)et, which he proceeds

to do in a very deliberate and mysterious manner, and soon the other party to the trick

announces, " cat." It is, like all such things, very simple. For each letter in the

word the alphabet is run through until that letter is reached,—an imaginary line being

made on the carpet with the cane for each letter, from A to the required letter, after

which a dot is made. Thus, for cat, the artist makes three lines. A, B, C, and then a

dot, which tells that the first letter of the word is the third letter of the alphabet, C.

He next makes one line, and then another dot ; that is A. For T, it takes twenty lines.

It is desirable to have short words, and, as far as possible, such as are composed of let-

ters near the first of the alphabet.

What's O'clock.—This game requires a confederate. One of the party who knows
the trick goes out of the room ; the confederate remains. The party then settle among
themselves at what o'clock they will do a certain thing. The player returns; the con-

federate simply asks him a question, and the player at once mentions the hour fixed on.

The secret lies in the question. Let the letter A stand for 1, B for 2, C for 3, and so on.

The question must begin with the letter which answers to the hour fixed on. Suppose it

was 3; the confederate says, "Can you tell me the hour at which we are to start to-

morrow ? " or if he says, " Do you know the hour ? " The player replies 4 o'clock.

Magic Music—This game is somewhat similar to the old one, "Hot or Cold," but as

played with music it is much more attractive. It is as follows : One of the company
must leave the room, and those remaining decide upon something that he must do
when called in; and it must always be something that will require him to touch some
object or person in the room. Some one who can play takes a seat at the piano, and be-

gins to play as soon as the absent one is recalled. Whenever he comes near doing the

thing required, the playing must be louder, and as he departs from it, softer and softer.

No one must give him any assistance by speaking.

For illustration, suppose there is a chandelier in the room, and you decide that the

person shall come in and turn off the gas from one burner. He comes in, and most
likely begins to walk around and across the room. The player watches him, and plays
louder or softer as he approaches or departs from the chandelier ; and he very soon dis-

covers that he is to do something in the center of the room. He sits down on the floor:

the music grows fainter; he rises: the music is louder; he takes a chair near by: faint

again ; finally he reaches up to the chandelier : louder than ever is the piano ; he closes a
burner, and the clapping of bauds and the loudness of the piano both indicate that

he is right.
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ACTING CHARADES.
Fob an evening at homo, nothing can afford more amusement than a charade party.

Neither the dress nor scenery should be in any degree elaborate, because in that case

the delay and labor would be so great as to destroy all the sport. For a wide-awake
charade party a dozen or more persons are desirable, and two rooms connecting by
sliding or folding doors are the most convenient, though two connecting by only a single

door will do. First, two persons should be chosen managers; then the managers must
choose sides, so that the company will be about equally divided. The sides then take

separate rooms, to become, alternately, actors and audience ; the managers draw lots to

see which side shall act first. Those that are to begin first choose a word, then proceed

to represent it. A common way is to divide the word into syllables and present one at

each scene, then, after having gone through the word, if the other side can not guess it,

a scene is given to represent the whole word. When all is ready for a scene, the dooris

thrown open for the others to look in aiid guess it. Frequently a whole word is given at

once in one scene. The manager must always announce whether one syllable or more is

given. After giving the audience side time to guess it or give it up, the parties change

rooms and the other side miist act; they will, of course, have their word selected and
all arrangements made, as they had sufiicient time while waiting for the others.

It is not at all desirable to use written charades, in which the parts are committed to

memory; and in the models presented we have not attempted to give all the conversa-

tion, but merely to indicate the method of acting, leaving it for the actors themselves to

make much or little conversation, as they choose. Charades are sometimes presented

in pantomime. We give you some models of sample charades.

Hostage.—To be rendered host-age.

Scene I. (Host.) A room r.epresenting a bar-room. Some one personates the host.

Enter a small party who inquire for the host and request entertainment. They make
considerable talk with the host, calling him by that title.

Scene 11. (Age.) Two old men with white hair and beards, and trembling steps,

leaning heavily upon staves, appear, and after a little conversation in cracked and feeble

tones, totter off.

Scene III. (Whole word.) A military council discussing some late movements of

the enemy. They talk of a prominent indi\'idual just captured whom they intend to

hold as hostage. Said person is brought in and questioned regarding the enemy's plans.

The chief officer of the council explains to the hostage how he is to be held.

Placing.—To be rendered play-sing.

Scene I. (Play.) Maybe represented by some one playing a musical instrument,

or by playing a game.

Scene 11. (Sing.) One or more singing; a singing schoolif preferred.

Scene III. (Whole word.) Some one arranging things on a table.

Music.—To be rendered mew-sick.

Scene I. (Mew.) A family greatly disturbed by the mewing of a cat outside all

the doors; they try to find out just where the noise is.

Scene II. (Sick.) A room in a hospital, or any other sick room.

Scene III. (Whole word.) Any musical scene.

Insinuate.—To be rendered in (or iun)-sin-you-eight (or ate.)

Scene I. (In, or inn.) A person has a large sheet of paper and a very small envel-

ope ; he makes much ado about folding the sheet so it will go into the envelope : talks

much about getting it in, and after repeated trials finally gets it in. Or, a hotel scene

may represent "inn."

Scene II. (Sin.) A preacher gives the young members of a family a lecture on sin

more especially rebukes a fast young man for his sinful habits.
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Scetie III. (You.) Some dispute among several cliiklren; eacli one tries to lay tlie

blame to some other one, declaring "It is you."

Scene IV. (Eight or ate.) A singing school, in which a leader is drilling a class of

eight; counts them to see if they are all there. Then the leader .lines ott" the following

verse for them fo sing, reading two lines, then "Sing," then the other two:

"There were three crows sat on a treft.

And they were black as black conkl l)c ;

'

Says one old crow unto liis mate,

What shall we do fur food to ate ':"

Scene V. ( Whole word.) Sever.il gossips talking .about their neighbors; insinuate

that they know a great deal more than they shall tell—" Some folks are no better thaii

t hey should be," etc.

Steelyards.—,SVe»e 1. (Steal.) Biddy enters the room to dust and put things in

order; while thus engaged she si)ies a bright ribbon on the table; she examines and ad-

mires it, and, tying it around her head consults the mirror; she likes the looks of it so

much, that she takes it ott; puts it in her pocket and leaves the room.

Scene II. (Vards.) Lady enters, and missing the ribbon, calls for Bridget to come

to her.

Lad;/. Whore is the ribbon I left here?

Blddii. An' it isn't meself that knows ahnything of it at all at all. I was jist afther

laying the dust an' pickin' up

—

Lady. [Interrupting her.] Yes, you did quite enough of picking up; give me the

ribbon at once.

Biddij. 500—hoo—I never was so trated in all me life.

Up goes the apron to her weeping eyes, and the ribbon is seen protruding from her

pocket. The lady seizes it, and thinking it is not as long as it was, proceeds to measure

it, and declares that it falls short of the full number of yards.

Scene III. (Whole word.) The baby is sick, and there is much talk and anxiety

concerning the little sufferer. A doctor is summoned, and when he arrives he insists

on weighing the child before prescribing, and the steelyards are brought in and he

weighs it. [A doll. can he usedfor the baby.]

Silent.—Scene 1. (Sigh.) A young lady sits rea<ling a letter; she looks very sad

and forlorn, and sighs frequently. A friend enters, all smiles and cheerfulness, and

asks her to go to walk ; she answers only by sighs and groans. The friend questions a

to the cause of so much suffering, and she tinally tells—that her Josiah has gone and

married another girl ! After which revelation, more sighs and groans.

,S^c('»e II. (Lent.) Mrs. Hink seated in her iiarlor. Door-bell rings and Bridget an*

nounces INIrs. Job Titcomber, who wishes to borrow some mourning; her husband's un-

cle has just died with lumbago, and they must go into mourning. Mrs. H. procures

for her some of the articles desired, and informs her that the black stockings are all

worn out, else she should have those, too.

Scene III. (Whole word.) Several persons in the room, all talking by signs, not a

word spoken.

Himalaya.—A boy, alone in the room, i)roceeds to disarrange things—turns over

chapirs, pu.ts ornaments on thg_floor, etc.; his mother enters, and exclaims:

What's all this? Who's ]^ad^ all this confusion?

/foy. /don't know.

Mother. Didn't you dp this?

Boy. No, ma'am, not a bit of it; it was all just so wlien I came in, and I don't know
'

anything about it.

The above scene represents a noted range of mountains in Asia ;—in fact, it makes
him a Har—Himalaya.
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The following words will work up well

:

Penitent—to be rendered Penny-tent, or Pen-I-tent.

Miscellaneous—to be rendered Miss-sell [or cell]-lay-knee-us.

Mischief—to be rendered Miss-chief.

Blunderbuss—to be rendered Blun-der-buss [or bus.]

If a stick of wood be laid on the carpet, with another stick crossing it, what kind of

a charade is this? Acrostic [a crossed stick.]

For the next scene, if two of the same be shown, what is it? Whj', of course, a double

acrostic.

Papacy, nobility, champagne, Boston, rummage, Sing Sing.

Acting Bali^ads.—A very pleasant evening's entertainment for the drawing-room

may be produced by acting .a simple b.allad in pantomime. Let some one, accompanied
by tlie piano, sing a .«ong, or liallail, and others suitably dressed in character, act it in

])antomime .as it is sung. The ballad should be suitably divideil into scenes—whicli

can be announced and described beforeli.aiul, for want of suitable scenery. More dress

is desirable in these than in charades, because, from the natui-e of the entertainment,

it must be prepared and rehearsed, and therefore more will be expecteil than in im-

jiromptu charades.

MAP DRAWING.
The following is an extract from one of Uncle Raphael's drawing lessons in "Work

AND Play. Our limited space does not permit us to insert the entire lesson i

I think that to most children map-drawing is not very pleasant, and I do not blame
you, because it is not agreeable to be required to accomplish a task for which you have

never had any instruction, and have but little idea, either how to begin or how the work

is expecteil to look when tinished. One thing is very certain, that no' person, however

expert, can draw a m.ap that in all the detail will be equal in linish to a tinely engraved

map ; but there certainly can be no harm in having a high standard at which to aim, and

lience 1 believe there is nothing better for copies than the maps published in school at-

lases. It should be constantlykept in mind that map-drawing is strictly a matter of

mathematical accuracy, .and that is the reason why I bring it in liere so early in our

drawing lessons—because the first thing necessary is to train the hand to follow the di-

rection of the will, to an absolute certainty; but this is not accomplished in map-draw-
ing as it is often, and I fear most generally, taught. The usual method of teaching is

thus:

Teacher.—John, you are required to bring me next Friday a drawing of North Amer-
ica.

John.—How shall I do it? I can't dr.aw.

Teacher.—Why, you can take a sheet of paper and a pencil, and copy the map in your

atlas.

Now that Is about all the information John is able to get anywhere. After much
trouble he succeeds in procuring a piece of paper illy adapted to the purpose, .and tries to

draw North America. He first begins at Greenland .and Baffin's bay, but before he has

reached half-way to Newfoundland with his coast line he has run ott' the paper, or so

far astray that his reckoning is lost, and he is obliged to erase and begin again, this time

at Behring's straits, perhaps, but probably with not much better results. After many
attempts, if John happens to have a great amount of perseverance, lie may succeed in

getting entirely around the coast line, and making something that has a vague resemb-

lance to North America; but it is almost impossible that it can be accurate in any par-

ticular, and should he have sufficient patience to put in the lakes, rivers, mountains
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and subdivisions, the inaccuracies will multiply so rapidly, that in nine cases out of ten

the whole subject will be abandoned in disgust. It is impossible for a person to draw
any considerable portion of a map with any degree of accuracy, without some other

guide than the eye. Ami now what shall that guide be ? Suppose we wish to make a
copy of the map of North America, represented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, you see the same map with

a series of straight lines forming squares,

and designated by figures. In Fig. 3,

you see the same squares and a begin-

ning of the same map. Now if you look

at the whole map in Fig. 1, you will per-

ceive that it would prove somewhat difti-

cult if you should attempt to draw an-
other exactly like it in size and forrii ; but

in copying Fig. 2, it is not very difficult

to draw the lines enclosed in one square,

in exactly the same positions in another
square of the same size. Let us try.

—

Commencing with the coast line on the

Pacific coast you will see that it begins

on the vertical line No. 1, about two-
thirds the distance from horizontal line

3 to 4. It then crosses horizontal line 4,

about two-thirds the distance from ver-

tical line 1 to 2, crossing vertical line 2,

about half-way between 4 and 5. In this way no thought is to be given to more than
one square at the same time, and if a slight error is made in one square, it does not

affect the next, and thus each square corrects the drawing in the preceding. This is

the oidy way in which a map can be

copied by the eye with any reasonable

degree of accuracy, even to the same
size ; and by this method it is equally

simple to enlarge or reduce the origi-

nal size.

If we have a set of squares just one-

half as large as those in Figs. 2 and 3,

and we commence on the same line

and proceed in tlie same manner as

we did in drawing Fig. 3, we shall

have a map just one-half as large.

—

When we say one map is drawn one-

half as large as another, we mean it is

one-half as wide and one-half as long,

and therefore the surface only one-

(juarter as great. In other words, the

scale in one is one-half as large as it is

in the other. I will explain wliat the -'^-

seale is. Every map is drawn to some
proportion of the real size of the coun-

try represented, and this is called a scale of miles. If on a map it is one inch from one
city to another, and the two cities are one hundred miles apart, then the scale of that
map is one hundred miles to an inch. If you reduce the squares one-half, in copying
such a map, the scale of the reduced map will be two hundred miles to an inch. The

r i
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squares may be made of any other relative proportion, and, by reversing the process, a

small map may be enlarged. But now you will probably want fo know how all this

Fig. 3. thing is to be applied in practical niap-

f •x L r 6' 7 8 S 70 *^^'^'^^^S- If tbe maps in your atlas

were covered with tlie necessary lines

3-

\
\_

tee_

%

forming the squares, then no doubt you
would understand how to proceed, and
therefore, if you should draw the lines

on your maps you woiild be all right;

but you do not wis-h to disfigure your

atlas, and he)R'o can not proceed

on that plan. Now I will suggest to

you a plan that I have never seen

adopted by any one except myself, but

one that I have employed to great ad-

vantage sometimes. Procure a sheet

of tracing-paper, such as is used by
draughtsmen, and you will observe

that you can easily see the finest lines

through the pajjer, when it is laid on a

map. Now very neatly rule the trac-

ing-paper into equal squares with ink

lines, and then when the paper is laid

upon the map you have the linesjust a s you want them, without injuring your map in tlie

least. As it is absolutely necessary that the paper should not move while the map is

being drawn, it must be attached in some manner, which is very easily done with some

small bits of bees-wax, one on each corner, and perhaps one at each side, and then when
the tracing-paper is removed the wax can be readily scraped oft" the margin of the map
with a penknife or eraser.

It is not necessary that the tracing paper should remain on the map until the drawing

is completed, but only rmtil the principal outlines are drawn, because then these will

serve the purpose of guides, and by them the less important points can be located; but

the guide lines should be allowed to remain long enough to insure considerable accuracy

in all the parts. In making your outlines, the pencil should be finely sharpened, and a

dotted line made with a very light touch, so that if any error or inaccuracy occurs, it can

be easily corrected. After the whole outline is made and found to be correct, then it

should be re-drawn with a firm Une made with a hard pencil.

For map-drawing, no paper is as good as Whatman's, which can be readily known by

its water-mark ; if you hold it up to the light, the words " Whatman's Turkey Mills " will

be plainly seen in every sheet ; no paper without that is Whatman's. Of this paper there

are two kmds, the " cold pressed " and the " hot pressed," and for some purposes the

cold pressed is the best, but for the present the hot pressed will best serve our purposes,

as it is much smoother. The guide lines on the drawing should be very light, so as to dis-

figure it as little.as possible. As a drawing in pencil is liable to be easily erased and soil-

ed, a map in order to be permanent must be in ink lines, and perhaps in color. I did

intend to give you some instructions in inking and coloring a map, in this lesson, but 1

have already occupied more space than the editor will willingly allow me, and I will defer

the whole matter of inking and coloring for another letter.
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OUHf^^ZLE^

No. 1.

HiSTORioAE, Puzzle.—The following are fiu'ts concerning six persons. Required,

to find out tlie names of tlie persons, and after each name write the facts, in order,

belonging to that one

:

Was called the Man of Destiny. Fostered the Protestant religion, and was the

means of giving to the Church of Kngland its present form. Died in 1725. Was be-

liered by the French to have been sent from Heaven to save their country. Conquered

Great Britain in the year 'A B. C. Began to reign in 1740, and at that time had the best

army in Europe. When twcnty-fivc years of age, left his throne and traveled over

Europe in pursuit of knowledge. Atmounced his victory .at Zela by the famous dis-

patch, " T'eni, vidi, vici." Led the French troops and defeated the English at the siege

of Orleans, in 1429. Cau.'^c<l Mary, Queen of Scots, to be bcheatlcd. Was banished

twice. Raised Russia from l>arliari8m and ignorance, and brought it into notice with

the civilize<l world. Reformed the calendar. Served in disguise as .apprentice to a

ship-e.nrpenter. A nephew of George II. of England. His downfall began in 1812. Was
thought by the English to be a witch. Defeated Charles Xll. of Sweden at Pultowa.

Began to reign in I,".5S. Maintained a seven years' war against Austria, Russia and
France, by which he gaiiic<i Silesia. Was assassinSted in the year 44 B. C. All the

nations of Europe were arrayed against him. Was captured by the English and burned

at the stake. Dcfeatc<l the Spanish Arma<la. Defeated Pompcy at the battle of Phar-
salia. Was proclaimed emperor in 1804. Died iu exile in 1821. Defeated the Austrians

at Molwiti^.

No. 2.

HiDDEX Poets.—Percy and myself took a journey. (I must say Percy was always
talking words worth but little.) First, we met a cow. Percy exclaimed, "Look!
eats notliing but young weeds." In a wood was a gypsies' camp. Bells were hung
in the middle, while a gray flag waved above all. One long fellow worea white hood.

We were now near Miltonville. Arriving there, a person gave us a lump of gold,

(Smith Thompson was his name.) We then sat down with a dry denizen of the plains

to discuss the merits of the fourteen poets herein named. Who were they?

No. -REBUS.

•i*
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No. 4.- REBUS.—FOUR PICTURED PARTICIPLES.

No. 5.—REBUS.

No. 6.

Word Puzzle.—I am the spice of life, and notliing exists without me ; curtail nie

aiKl I am a man who has traveled extensively on foot, but never went a step alone; be-

head me, and 1 am a state of suspense; behead again, transpose, and I am a small

horse; syncopate, restore my tail, transpose, and I have always been the companion o

my second.
No. 7.

Rope Trick.—Take a piece of stout cord and tie a simple knot in the center; the^

tie one end round the right leg and the other round the right wrist, tightly; then unti

the center knot without releasing either leg or arm. How is this done?
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I^-o. 8.-REBUS.-QU0TATI0N FROM POPE.

I' ^

No. 9.—KEBUS.

[A line from Two Gentlemen of Verona.]

No. 10.—CHARADE.

If witli my second my dog I beat,

My first he'll surely be,

The reason is so evident.

You can not help but see.

My third and fourth, if you transpose,

Will have a beard but not a nose.

As for my whole, I must confess

'Twill take my whole my whole to guess

And yet, to make it still more plain,

'Tis used to get unrighteous gain.
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No. 11.-REBUS.

No. 12.

Magic S<juAnES.—A magic .square consists of .a series of numbers, arranged in

vcrticiil and horizontal bands, in sucli a manner, tliat wliother taken vertically, liori-

zontally, or diagonally, the sum of the numbers shall be the same.
Problem I.—Construct a magic square with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, repeated fonr

times, so that the sum of the numbers in every band shall be 10.

Problem II.—Construct a magic square with the scries 1 to 5, repeated five times, the
sum of every band to be 15.

Problem IV.—Construct a magic square with the numbers 1 to 7, repeated seven
times, the sum of each band to be 28.

[The above problems are copied from a work entitled "Magic Squares and Monaic Tablets " bv Rev FW. Oilman ]
, j . ..

No. 13.—WORD PUZZLES.
1. Complete, your letters I will bind;

Behead, I am of monkey kind.

2. When I'm complete, I'm very sweet;

Curtail, for sharpening tools I'm meet.

3. Behead an auction, and I think

You will directly get a drink.

i. Complete, I am used to pull down a strong wall

;

Behead me, curtail me, I caused a great fall.
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No. 14.-ILLUSTKATED PROVEEB.

No. 15.—REBUS.

12, Dais
w

22MoRoo

No. 16.—REBUS.

BYYLTmm"
» L Y I Y

No. 17.

The Blind Beggar.—A blind beggar had a brother; that brother died ; the man
that died never had a brother ; what relation was the beggar to the man that died?
[In the above question there is no double meaning, or ambiguous expression to the words, and tha

question is to be understood exactly as it seems to be stated on the tirst reading. The man referred to ag
having died, was the brother of tlie beggar.]]

No. 18.

Enigma.—There is a certain natur.al production which exists from two to six feet
above the surface of the earth. It is neither animal, vegetable nor mineral ; neither
male nor female, but something between both. It has neither length, breadth nor sub-
Btance, is recorded in the Old Testament and often mentioned in the New and it

serves the purpose of both treachery and fidelity.
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No. 19.—REBUS.

«-
F No. 20.

Arithmetical Puzzle.—Tell a person to (Link of a nuiubor, wliich ho shall not

make known to any one. Then he must proceed

—

1. To double the number thought of.

2. To add 4 to it.

3. To multiply the result by 5.

4. To add 12 to the product.

5. To multii)ly the last result by 10.

Lot him inform you what is the number produced, and you can then tell him what
number he thought of. How will you do it?

No. 21.—ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE.

IT
~'<-^^'^';i
&n
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No. 22.-ILLUSTEATED PROVERB.
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No. 25—REBUS.

No. 20.—REBUS.

No. 27.— CHARADE.

If my first is my second

'Tis sure to be fleet;

If my second's my first

It is not fit to eat

;

And what is my whole

Will depend upon whether

My second and first

You fit rightly together.

If my second comes first,

'Tis an animal; hut

If my second comes second,

Why then it is 7iut.

So if it's an animal.

Then you may back it

;

But supposing it isn't,

1 leave you to crack it.
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No. 28—REBUS.

L^KEA

No. 29.—REBUS.

[A line from Milton.]

CONUNDRUMS.
No. 30. Why is a particular spice superior to the mo.st famous man in the world?
No. 31. What part of a river resembles pride?

No. 32. Of what trade are bees?

No. 33. Why is a man taking a nap like a man reading a paper?
No. 34. Why is faith like honey?
No. 35. How can you tell a man in one word that he ate a late breakfast?

3
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No. 36.—REBUS.

€^,

[" Love's Labor Lost."—Act 1.]

No. 37.

Geographical Puzzle.—1. Curtail a certain state in the United States nine letters

and it will leave something which has been called more powerful than a weapon of w,ar.

2. Curtail another state five letters, and it will leave what no one wishes to be.

3. Curtail a river in the United States five letters, and it will leave a river in Italy.

4. What state in the United States is round at both ends and high in the middle?

Enigma.—I am composed of twenty-one letters, and represent a building famous in

story.

My 7, 19, 20, 16, is a kind of cloth.

My 15, 18, 17, 3, has six sides.

My 10, 5, 8, is an agricultural tool.

My 21, 11, 1, 12, 5, 5, is a practice of savages.

My 13, 6, 9, is to project.

My 4, 14, 2, is an exclamation of surprise.

No. 38.—REBUS.

No. 39.

Hidden Rivers.—He was a cruel

boy ; I saw him hang a rat by the ears.

It was the most disagreeable job I ever

tried.

Did you ever see me use an old broom ?

I served him right, and he knew it.

He moved the glass, and lo ! I read it

all distinctly.

The house wasn't rented for two years.

No. 40.

Hidden Lakes.—One gallant youth
rode in the midst of the rioters and dis-

persed them.

I'd have revenge or get my death.

I could not pass, for there were the carS

on the crossing.

She declared she wouldn't take that

seat unless Eugene vacated.

They sat on the portico, morning afte#

morning.
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No. 41.—ILLUSTRATED PROVERB,

No 42—REBUS.

No. 43.—ENGLISH POETS.

1. Three-fourths of a machine, and a weight.
2. A metal, and its artificer.

3. The gypsy's home, and something noisy and useful.
4. A domestic animal, and one-half an individual.
5. Idle things, and true merit.
6. What all have been, or still are.

7. To use cruelly, and to fasten together.

8. A pronoun masculine, and improper plural.
9. A merry old soul, and a chain of mountains.
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No. 44.—REBUS.

No. 45.—KEBUS.

No. 46.—GEOGRAPHICAL REBUS. No. 47.—GEOGRAPHICAL REBUS,

A Cape. Two bodies of water.
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No. 48.—REBUS.

No. 49.—REBUS.

No. 50.

Word to be Read.—The following, when rightly solved, will spell a word of five

letters,—the name of a kind of spice : 100, 50, 1-3 of 2, 1-5 of 7, 1-4 of 5.
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No. 51.—ENIGMATICAL DINNER,
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No. 52.—REBUS.

HffAOT!

S^

IS

FORE VERYF8

.

No. 53.-REBUS.

THYUNTO
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No. 54.—Geometrical Puzzle.—Cut five pie-

ces of thick paper or card-board.'one and one-half

inches square ; then cut each of these pieces from
one comer to the middle of an adjoining side, as fJG.3.

here shown. You will now have ten pieces, five

large and five small. The puzzle is, to arrange these ten pieces into a perfect square.

All the pieces must be used.

No. 55.—Geometrical Puzzle.—Cut pieces of paper or card-board as follows:

Three pieces like Fig. 1, and one piece each like Figs. 2 and 3. Having cut the five

pieces very accurately to the forms and sizes given, lay them in the form of a perfect

cross. The cross when completed will be perfect in form and proportion.

No. 56.—FLORAL CHARADES.
1. A traveUng carriage, and a body of people.

2. Four-fifths of a fop, a vowel, and a fierce animal.

3. A wild animal, and a gauntlet.

4. Damp afiection.

5. A domestic animal, and a child's dress.

C. A measure in poetry and a vowel.

7. A farm product, and a drinking-vessel.

8. A make-believe stone. »

No. 57.—HISTORICAL PERSONAGES.
My story is of ancient kings and emperors of fame

;

These words now read with closest heed

And tell each monarch's name.

1. Who is the king, who, while he reigns,

Defeats, subdues, the invading Danes ?

2. Who scourged the sea and in it threw

The iron fetters, sign that he

O'er all the ocean waste and wide,

Held full, unbounded sovereignty ?

3. Who was it crowned as emperor

Upon a Christmas day,

And over France with Italy

And Germany held sway ?

4. Who built a pyramid vf skulls ?

5. Who shod his steeds with gold ?

G. Who had a court with twelve proud peers

In England's days of old ?
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SUNDAY RECREATIONS.
No. 58.—ALPHABET OF SCKIPTURE PERSONAGES.

A was a Caiiaanitish king conquered by Judah, and punished for cruelty.

B was a man endowed with the gift of prophecy, who once met with a peculiar re-

buke.

C was a queen, whose treasurer was baptized while on a journey.

D, by his moral courage, caused a king to change a wicked decree.

E was a judge in Israel, left-handed, and who treacherously slew another E.

F was a governor, who did injustice to a distinguished prisoner.

G was a warrior, called from the threshing-floor to deliver Israel.

H was the mother of a wild man, whose hand was against every man.
I was a young man's name, always associated with a great test of faith.

J was a famous charioteer.

K was an Israelitish rebel, who was punished by an earthquake and fire.

L dwelt in a wicked community, and on leaving it was made a widower.

M was the father of a judge fn Israel of great physical strength.

N was a king, who, for a number of years, lived the life of a beast.

O was a king whose name was short.

P was a ruler over the keepers of the gates of the tabernacle.

Q was named by the Apostle Paul as a " brother " sending salutation.

R was the great-great-grandmother of David.

S mocked the Jews in their attempt to rebuild Jerusalem.

T was a companion of S in the expression of derision.

U was a faithful soldier wickedly exposed to death by order of his king.

V was one of the number sent by Moses to search the land of Canaan.

W, X and Y furnish no proper names.

Z was the captain of 1,000,000 men and 300 chariots, defeated by 580,000 men.

No. 59.—ENIGMA OF LOCALITIES.

My whole consists of fourteen letters.

7, 12, 4,8, 3, 10, 5, 9, 10, was the residence of Sisera.

5, 9, 12, 11, was a place in Judali fortified and garrisoned by Relioboam.

12, 2, was the second city taken by Israel after the passage of the Jordan ?

4, 12, 14, 12, 7, was the birthplace of the proi)het Samuel ?

3, 12, 14, 12, 4, 2, 12, was the country of a woman made a believer, through a wayside
conversation with Christ ?

1. 6, 3, 8, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, 13, 12, was the region where Abraham and Jacob found wives.

3, 12, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, was the hgme of a widow who entertained a prophet during a time

of drouth.

My whole was in the line of retreat pursued by the enemies of Joshua when defeated

at the waters of Merom.

No. CO.—CURIOUS BIBLE QUESTIONS.

1. Who ploughed with twenty-four oxen ?

2. Who made mice out of gold ?

3. When was fire brought out of a rock ?

4. When was an ass's head sold for eighty pieces of silver ?

5. When was a whole army made blind ?
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6. When was a mother so hungry that she ate her son ?

7. When was a great army destroyed by a hail-storm ?

8. What boy sneezed seven times when he was brought to life ?

9. Who had seventy sons ?

10. Who was such a botanist that he knew the names of all plants ?

11. Who preached a long historical sermon, and what was the result to himself?

12. What captain had nine hundred iron chariots to go against Israel ?

13. Who cast 10,000 captives from the top of a rock ?

14. Who hewed a yoke of oxen in pieces and sent them throughout all the coasts of

Israel, and why ?

15. Who are more inconsiderate than the ox or the ass ?

16. What woman in a college was consulted by some men about a book they had

found ?

17. By means of a telegraph we can speak with people thousands of miles distant and

receive an answer in a very few minutes. Wiat means of communication are spoken

of in the Bible that are more rapid than that ?

18. What is the most beautiful thing ever made of a bone ?

19. When were men so honest that they were not required to keep accounts ?

20. When were men so generous that they had to be told they must not give any

more ?

21. What left-handed man made a murderous weapon one foot and a half long, and
what did he do with it ?

22. What young bride asked for a piece of well-watered land of her father for a bridal

present? ^'-
• /? • ;y- . . /

j

23. Who prepared a feast of fresh veal and cakes for some angels ?

24. What is said about a certain man's cogitations ?

25. A very hungry man once paid a great price for something to eat. Who was he?

What did he give and what did he get ?

20. Whom did God threaten to take away with fish-hooks ?

27. Who ate themselves out of their home ?

28. Who had no new clothes for forty years, and whose old clothes needed uo mending
in all that time ?

29. What is said about seven hundred left-handed men ?

30. Who first used a wooden i>ulpit ?

31. When was there a rain in which there was no moisture ?

32. Who slept on an iron bedstead, and how long was it ?

33. What king used a penknife and what did he do with it ?

34. What old man fell from his chair and broke his neck, and what made him fall ?

35. What is the account of the first contribution box?
36. Under what circumstances did fire once consume water?

37. Who was.the first iron-forger?

38. What man once wore a veil?

39. What woman had her house on the town wall?

40. What town-clerk once tried to quiet a mob?
41. Who was the first organist?

42. The birth and name of a certain heathen king was foretold by prophecy one hun-
dred years before it took place. Who was he?

43. Who said he mourned like a dove, and chattered like a crane or a swallow?
44. A wicked little boy was king three and one-third months. What was his name?

and how old was he ?

45. Who first owned a saddle ?
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POPULAR GAMES AND HOME AMUSE-
MENTS.

The Zoetbope is, after several years of universal popularity such as never was en-

joyed by any similar thing, still as much of a wonder and curiosity as it was when first

invented. In this instrument, simple figures printed on strips of paper become anima-

ted 80 that the movements of life are imitated in the most natural manner. The general

and most apparent effects are easily explained by the well-known principles of optics,

but there are some curious effects that have never yet been clearly and satisfactorily

explained, even by teachers and professors of natural philosophy.

The great number that have been made have enabled the manufacturers to very

materially reduce the price since they were first put into the market, so that they are

now within the reach of all.

No other toy that can be purchased for the same money will afford to a family circle and

all the neighbors so much instructive amusement as this. A great number of additional

scenes have been published for this instrument. So that there are now in allseven com-

plete sets of a dozen scenes each.

MONAKCHS AND Thkones.—A new game of cotemporary history. This is a very

fascinating game, embracing many interesting facts in the history of England, Scot-

land, France, Germany, Prussia, Spain, and the United States, during a period of three

hundred years, and is the result of several years' study by the author, who has endeav-

ored to so combine facts of history that they may be impressed upon the mind, by play-

ing, without so occupying it with history as to spoil the game. We think this result

has been accomplished in a very perfect manner, as no effort of the mind is necessary

in connection with the historical facts, and yet no one can become familiar with the

game, without gaining a valuable fund of historical knowledge not easily forgotten.
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Krtss Kringle's Christmas Tableaux.—This splendid miniature exhibition as

represented above, is capable of affording an endless amount of amusement in the hands

ofan ingenious boy or girl. It is a complete moving diorama with scenes, figures, bridges,

streets, railway trains, steam-boats, sail-boats, etc., etc., in perfect order, and all inter-

changeable so that an unlimited number of combinations can be made; and with a few

;iew scenes and figures, such as any boy or girl with a little taste for drawing and color-

ing can make, various historical or local scenes may be represented, thereby inspiring

; in the youth a desire to excel in the arts.

Miniature Panoramas.—Ever since the time, in the childhood of many of the

parents of the present day, when the panorama of the Mississippi river was exhibited

through the country to the delight of crowded houses, it has been the highest ambition of

boys with any natural or acquired taste for drawing and coloring, to construct famous pan-

oram.as and set up exhibitions in the drawing room, attic, shed or tent ; with an admission

fee proportioned to the circumstances of tlie audience whose patronage is to be solicited^

In order to encourage this very innocent and instructive ambition several small

panoramas have been published with all the appurtenances of a complete exhibition such

as a sheet of admission tickets, posters advertising the exhibition, and a short lecture to

be committed to memory and repeated in explanation of the scenes as they are passed

before the audience.

In these toys in which the subject is historical the lecture embraces asmany incidents

of history and dates, as a child may be expected to remember. We venture to assert

that in a month a child with the Historiscope, a panorama of Americafrom the dis-

covery by Columbus to the close of the revohition, will learn more of the early history of

America than he will learn of the same subject in school in a year.

Parcheesi is one of the most popular games of modem origin. It is arranged on a

folding board, in six colors, and accompanied with a box containing twenty-four pieces

used in playing, and a diagram and directions for two distinct games, one adapted for

children and one for adults. Two, three or four persons can play with nearly equal

interest.
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The Checkered Game of Life was among the first that served to inaugurateHj

the introduction of moral and instructive games and amusements into our liomes, andlS
tlie steady increase in the use of such amusements in all the intelligent families of thet^
whole country during the last few years is due largely to the value of this, and a few^
other equally good games, that originally served to break down an unjust prejudice

against all home amusements. The above cut represents the game board. Two, three ^
or four can play, and each player is represented by one counter, or man, which is en- ^
tered at infancy, and, by various means regulated by the throw of a teetotum, or a die, ^
passes through school, college, industry, success, perseverance, etc., to wealth or happy fcs,

old age, or through idleness, intemjyerance, gambling, crime, etc., to disgrace, poverty, :,
'

ruin, suicide or prison. It is entirely original in method, embodying a very pleasing

and ingenious combination of new principles ; so simple that any child who can read

may learn to play, and yet equally interesting to adults. It is not simply a game of

chance, but in every move there is an opportunity for the exercise of the judgment.

The large edition in muslin and gilt is elegant, and is supplied with dice and cups in-

stead of the teetotum, designed more especially for adults, with a slight modification of

the game from the original and smaller edition.

Authors iMPROVED.^The game of authors has probably been more universally

played in this country than any other modern social game. It consists of a number of

cards representing authors and their works. After being distributed to the players,

each endeavors by calling for cards from other players to collect together some author
and all of the cards representing his works, which, when so collected, form a book, and
are laid aside to count to the credit of such player as holds them, each book counting

one at the close of the game.

The game of y(!t//io/-s Improved is superior to the original game in the following

respects: Fir.st, the several books do not all count of equal value, but some are
4
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much more valuable than others, and hence there is a strife to get the best books in

preference to those of less value. Also, Aulhors Improved is revised annually, and the

latest and most popular works of living vrriters introduced in place of others of loss

merit or popularity. This game is an educator in more than one way. By it all play-

ers, old and young, gain a knowledge of authors and their works that they would get in

no other way; and also it is the best possible discipline for tlie memory, as the skill in

playing depends entirely upon the power to remember what cards have been called for.

.Tapakesk Backgammon.—The above cut gives an imperfect idea of the Japanese

Backgammon board. This game is a wonderful combination of the elements of chance

and skill. It is superior to the game of Russian Backgammon, because it is not con-

fined to two players, but may be engaged in with increased interest by three or four per-

sons, thereby rendering it much more social; the chances for strategy are very much
increased by the additional number of players, and the turn-out tracks ; and the varie-

ty in the chances of the throws is greater than in any other game. The board is Tinique

and beautiful in design, printed in four oil colors; and the larger edition in muslin and

gilt is the most elegant and ornamental game ever published. Probably no other game
ever had so large a sale during its first six months as Japanese Backgammon.

TnE Game of What is It, or the Way to Make Money.—This is eminent-

ly a social family game, entirely original in the method of playing, and very interesting

to adults and youth. The game is based on the sale by auction of a large amount of

property, represented by illustrated cards, which, together with a certain amount of

cash capital, are distributed to the players. The values of the property are not perma-

nent, but regulated by the combinations of the cards in the hands of each player. This

game serves more than any other ever invented to quicken those perceptions neces-

sarily in use in ordinary business transactions, and the combinations are so numerous

and various tliat the interest in a well played game is intense.

The Game of What Will you Give, just published, is a modification of the

above in a more simple form, and better adapted to youth and children.
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The Smashed-up Locomotive is a name that has become familiar in a very large

number of the families in our land, and has probably furnished more amusement and

instruction than any other similar puzzle ever published, as its sale has doubled that of

any other in the market. It consists of a large chromo lithograph of a complete loco-

motive and tender, with the names of the several parts in their resjiective pla«e8 .

These are all cut out with the same die, and then the skeleton cut into irregular pieces.

As all the parts with names are uniform in shape and size, some knowledge of the sev-

eral parts is necessary in order to put the whole together, and thus this puzzle, so attrac-

tive, becomes a mechanical educator, imparting valuable knowledge with the amuse-

ment it furnishes.

There is a class of entertainments that can not be called games, but which serve as

most pleasant recreations, on the princiiile that " a little nonsense now and then is rel-

ished by the best of men." This amusement consists of a simple narrative of the expe-

rience of some party either in travel or love, with certain blanks left in the reading. A
quantity of small cards are also provided with either the names of various articles or

quotations from poetry on them. These cards are distributed to the members of the

company and one person commences to read the narrative. When one of the blanks is

reached by the reader one of the players takes a card at random and reads what is writ-

ten or printed thereon, and the first reader then proceeds with the story till another

blank is reached, whereupon another player in order reads from a card, and so on. As
the cards are selected entirely at random the combinations are oftentimes very ludi-

crous.

Sam Slick's Visit to PAiiis,isone of this kind of entertainments in which the story

relates the experiences of Sam Slick in a visit to Paris and the great exposition, and a
few readings will convince any one that he saw some very curious things under very

peculiar circumstances.

The Visit of Japuet Jenkins and Sally Jones tu Bosting, is in a similar vein.
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Poetical. Pot-Pie, or Aunt IIulda's Courtship is on tbe same principle,

but tlie cards liave poetical quotations in them which are introduced into the history of

Aunt Hulda's Courtship in such manner as to produce much merriment among
youth and adults.

The Reveries of Jemima Spinster is an account of the reason why slic never was
marrietl, in a style similar to Poetical Pot-Pie.

The Model, Ship Puzzle.—The immense popularity of the Smashed-up Locomo-

tive suggested the idea of.a similar puzzle based on a ship, which has always been the

special delight of all boys. This puzzle consists of a large chromolithograph, in oil col-

ors, of a full rigged shij), nearly twice as large as the locomotive. All the prominent

liarts are named, and the names cut out vrith a circular die. Then the sheet thus perfo-

rated is cut up to form a dissected puzzle. As the name pieces are all alike in size and

shape, they are iierfectly interchangeable. Each hole is numbered, and the puzzle is

accompanied by a liey, by which the correctness of the 7'eco«.s-^n«c^Jo?t may be tested.

As in the case of the locomotive, this puzzle is not accompanied by a sample sheet

like some simple dissected pictures, because in both these instances the nature of

the subject is familiar. It is enough to know that, when reconstructed, the puzzle

forms either a locomotive or a ship.

. Picture Puzzles.—Among all the amusements and puzzles for small children none

are more useful and pleasing than dissected picture puzzles. They impart a taste for

pictures, and learn the children to examine the forms carefully and critically, thereby

educating the eye. The patience is also tested and increased, and self-reliance is incul-

cated.

Dissected Maps have an additional advantage over the simple picture, because

while the discipline is equal, the critical examination of the forms indelibly fixes them

in the mind, so that their relation to each other is not easily forgotten, and thus much is

unconsciously learned of that study that usually is the dryest to the young student,

and most easily forgotten.
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The Game of Caeromette.—There has long been a demand for some pleasing

game played with balls and a cue, or mallet, that could be sold at a price within the

reach of all, and occupying so small a space as to be conveniently put away when not

in use. The following diagram represents Carromette, which seems to meet these re-

quirements, and is really very pleasing, with science enough to make it interesting, and

chance euousrh to make it exciting.
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The game is played on a board about three feet long and one foot wide, covered with

a li^ht cloth. Across the head of the board there is a rubber cushion, and at the foot,

live pockets 5,10 and 15 are small wooden pins, like ten-pins; 10, 10, at the foot of

board are two balls resting in slight indentations. The playing ball is placed in front

of pocket 15, and propelled with a cue against the cushion, from which it rebounds and

returns towards the player. Hitting the balls 10, 10, and entering pockets 20 or 15 count

gains, while knocking down any of the pins count as losses. E.xactly the right play

causes the ball to take the course indicated by the dotted lines. The game can be ren-

dered more or less difficult by setting the pins 15 more or less towards the centre of the

board.

Multiplying Tiie.4.ters.—Place two pieces of looking-glass in a box, one at each

end, parallel to one another, and looking over, or by the edge of one of them, the images

of any objects placed on the bottom of the bo.x will appear continued to a considerable

distance. Or, line each of the four sides of the box with looking-glass, and the bottom of

the box will be multiplied to an astonishing extent, there being no other limitation to the

number of images but what is owing to the continued loss of light from reflection. The

top of the box may be almost covered with thin canvas which will admit sufficient light

to render the exliibition very distinct.

The above experiments may be very entertaining, by placing on the bottom of the box

some toy, as two persons playing at cards, sentry soldiers, etc.; and, if these be put in

motion, by wires attached to them, or passing through the bottom or side of the box, it

will aftbrd a still more entertaining spectacle. Or, the bottom of the box may be covered

with moss, shining jiebbles, flowers, etc., only, in all cases, the upright figures being be-

tween the pieces of looking-glass should be slender and not too numerous, else they

will obstruct the reflected light. In a box with six, eight, or more sides, lined with

looking-glass, as above, the diftei'ent objects in it will be multiplied to an almost

indelinite extent.

MOTHER GOOSE IN FRENCH.
B^e, bt5o, mouton noir!

Avez-vous de laine?

Oui, parbleu! j'en ai trois sacs plein

:

Un ijour mon maitre, un pour ma dame.

Pas nn pour le jeune enfant qui pleure dans le chemin.

4*
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The Kindergarten Alphabet and Building Blocks.—A set of bui'.iling

blocks has always been the favorite witli cliiklren, often taking tlie precedence of niucli

more expensive toys, and the reason seems to be found in the fact that with blocks a

great variety of forms can be constructed and changed at pleasure, thereby exercising

the inventive faculties of the mind. Alphabet blocks have been the means of teaching

the alphabet to a majority of all the people at present in the active arena of life, and

hence are considered essential in every family; but the forms of blocks heretofore

adopted for the alphabets have not been convenient for building purposes. Since the

Introduction of the Kindergarten method of tea'^hing into this country, the forms used

in that system for building have been combined with alphabets and figures of animals,

etc., so that the two features form the most perfect set of alphabet and building blocks

ever invented. In some styles the script alphabet is introduced, in combination with

the Roman letters, so that a child having learned the Roman or printed alphabet, will

find corresponding script or written letters on the opposite side of each block.

These blocks are offered in the market under the name of Kindergarten Alphabet and

Buildinff BlocJcs, in vnrious styles and prices; y/ithno fittedjoints to wear out by use,

no thin parts to be split or broken, no acute corners to be broken off, no small pieces of

wood or metal that may be swallowed by small children, these blocks are very safe and

economical.

Jack Straws, or Jerking Straws, is a very ancient and honorable game, and with-

al, very amusing. It was originally played with simple splinters of wood or straws, by

dropping a handful upon a table at random, and then endeavoring to pick off as many
as possible without removing any other straws or sticks. Oftentimes certain straws

were marked to indicate one as a King, another as Queen, etc. More recently, the de-

vices represented in the " straws " have been numerous, and in some sets carved out of

ivory—very beautiful—but in all such cases, the forms being all cut out by hand, the

sets have been considerably expensive. Those sets now sold and labeled as American

Jack Straws are made of wood, which, owing to it.s lightness, is the most desirable m.n-

terial, and being cut out by machinery, a very pleasing variety of forms is produced at

a reasonable price.
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The Game of Squails.—There is probablj' no parlor game that is as social, as jolly,

and as well adapted to the amusement of the entire family as sqnails. Every member,
from the grandfather down to the child of eight years, may engage with eqnal interest,

as the game requires no mental exertion, but simply a decree of manual dexterity;

hence, as the mind is not occupied, each player is free to join in social intercourse.

This game is of English origin, and would long since have been exceedingly popular in

this country, except for two almost fatal defects. First, the rules used very outlandish

and foolish terms. Secondly, the target was of such construction as to be very liable to

be overturned and rolled from the table.

The games manufactured in this country and labeled American Squails have rules

with a common sense set of terms, which add very much to the interest of the game.

The implements of the game are sixteen discs of wood or other suitable material, a tar-

get, which is a small metallic disc, and a measure about three inches long. The players

being seated round the table, place their squails near the edge, and projecting over it

about a half an inch; then with the palm of the hand, strike the squail towards the tar-

get. The players strike in turn round the table, until all the squails are jjlayed, at

which time the game is decided by the greatest number of light or dark squails that are

within the length of the measure from the target. As the 'fequails play alternately, and
each play may entirely change the relation of the squails and target to each other, the

Interest towards the end of the game becomes intense. Any number, from three to

eight, may engage in this game ; and for a really jolly, social, family amusement, it can

not be surpassed. The squails may be made of any material, but as weight is desirable,

box-wood is superior to any other wood, and a material heavier than box-wood is still

better.

Game of Twenty Questions.—A company divide into two parties, by choosing

sides, the same as for charades, one party retiring to another room. The one remaining

selects the name of some object, which the other party is bound to iind out by asking

questions. Some one person is chosen to answer the questions, and the party "out"
chooses meanwhile some one on that side to ask the questions. When all is ready the

questioning party enters, and the questioner proceeds until he has asked twenty ques-

tions. If the questions are skillfully put, in true Yankee fashion, one can generally as-

certain the secret object, even in less than twenty questions. The answers must be

given honestly, but as evasively as possible. When the twenty questions have been
asked and answered, the questioning party retires and gives opinion as to the probable

object. The questioner reports it to the other j)arty, and if the guess is not right, an-

other guess may be given ; but if the second is not right, then the same party must still

be on the question side, and try it over again, either with that same word or some other,

until guessing the right thing, when the other must become the questioner. A difi'erent

leader for each side must be chosen each time. Other persons in the party may make
suggestions to their leader, how questions should be asked or answered, though the reg-

ular questioning and answering must all be done by the two leaders.

The New Game op Popular Characters from Dickens.—The general prin-

ciples of this game are somewhat similar to the games of Dr. Bu.sby and Authors Im-
proved, inasmuch as the cards are illustrated with characters from the most popular

writings of Dickens, in the same manner that the cards in the game of Dr. Busby have
the likenesses of Dr. Busby and family, Dolly and family, &c., and the several books

have various values, as in Authors Impioved. But in addition to the other cards there

is introduced a Dickens card, which is caused by the rules of the game to combine with

the others in such a manner as to produce a great amount of interest and excitement.

All the illustrations are designed by the best artists, and engraved on stone. The Dick-

ens card contains a bust of the popular author, surrounded by his various books, and
each book card is printed, to correspond, in oil colors. The label on the box contains a
fine portrait of Dickens, in colors, and altogether it is one of the choicest games ever

publishe<l.
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CONDENSED LIST
OF

GAMES AND HOME AMUSEMENTS

(CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE AGES TO WHICH THEY ARE BEST ADAPTED.

The * indicates that the article to which it is attached will bo sent by mail on receipt

of price by the publishers, or any dealer in these goods.

FOR YOUTH AND ADULTS.
The Checkered Game of Life.—This game has had a greater sale than any oth-

er similar game ever published, and is universally approved by parents, teachers, and
the clergy. Price, $1.00.

Checkered Game of Life, Extra Edition.—Large size, new plates, covers iu
muslin and gilt; fancy box, dice, and cups; game revised for adults. Price, S2.00.

Golden Stars.—A new game, by the author of Checkered game of Life. Price
$1.00.

Japanese Backgammon. The best board game published; immensely popular-
beautiful iu design; morocco paper and gilt covers. Price, $1.50.

Japanese Backgammon, Extra Edition.—Large size, new plates; covers in
muslin and gilt; elegant for a holiday gift. Price, S2.50.

Parcheesi.—A splendid board game. Three styles. No. 1, popular edition, price,

$1.00. No. 2, medium edition, price, .$2.0i). No. 3, fine edition, price, ,$3.0o.

* Adthors Improved.—As our game contains 72 cards, there are enough to form
two good games when the company is large. Price, 50 cents.

* Authors Improved, Extra.—Played the same as the above. Printed in gold
and colors, and put up in a beautiful fancy box. Just the thing for a present. Price
$1.00.

* Monarchs and iTHRONEs.—a new game of Cotemporary History. Price, 60
cents.

* What-is-it, or The "Wat to Make Money.—Price, 60 cents.

* Poetical Pot-Pie, or Aunt Hulda's Courtship.—Price, 40 cents.

The Chain Puzzle.—An old and well established puzzle in a new form. Always
interesting. Price, 60 cents.

Eureka Chess and Checker-Board.—Folding. 15x15. Price, 50 cents.
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Ameuioan Jack Straws, No. l.—The suiicriority of light wood Jack Straws oyer

every other is so well established, that comment is lumecessary. A fine set. Price, 60

cents.

American Jack Stkaws, No. 2.—Similar to the above, but less elegant. Price,

30 cents.

American Squails.—Superior ebony enameled, silver-jilatod target, box-wood

gauge, and record dials. Price, 12.50.

American Squails.—Box-wood polished, an elegant set, with silver-plated target

and box -wood gauge. Price, 12.00.

American Squails.—Of wood
;
good serviceable size and weight, neatly made,

black and white. Price, 60 cents.

Parlor o§ Carpet Bowls.—Inferior in interest only to Parlor Croquet. The best

active parlor game extant for the price This is a variation of the old game of Bowls, so

popular as an English lawn game. Thirteen balls, folding fender, and record dials.

Price, $2.50.

* Magic Squares and Mosaic Tablets.—For recreation, entertainment and in-

struction, presenting some curious puzzles in the properties of numbers ; adapted for

use in families and schools. By Edward W. Gilmau. Price, $1.00.

Parlor Croquet for the Floor,—Box-wood mallets. A fine set in box. Price,

$5.00.

The Zoetrope or Wheel of Life.—Large size. Price, §3.50.

The Zoetrope.—Toy size. Price, 31-50.

* Additional Pictures for the Zoetrope.—Large size. Series No. 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, and 7. Series of 12 scenes each. Price, §1.00 each series.

* The Reveries of Jemima Spinster.—New and very funny. Price, 40 cents.

* Sequences.—A new card game. New method; very lively. Price, 40 cents.

* Characters and Predictions.—A new parlor amusement for gentlemen and

ladies. Price, 50 cents.

* Pammena.—A game of the four seasons. Elegant in design, beautifully printed in

oil colors and very interesting in method of play. Price, $1.00.

* Popular Characters from Dickens.—A beautiful card game in colors, every

card illustrated. New method of playing. Very interesting. Price, CU cents.

Magic Hoops.—Very popular, in four styles.

No. 1.—All contained in chestnut box 30 inches long, and 12 inches wide, with handle,

hinged cover, etc. Price, $5.00.

No. 2.—Hoops in box 12 inches square, slide cover, standard separate, twelve hoops

painted. Price, $3.50.

No. 2i.—Hoops in box same as above. Nine hoops painted. Price, $2.50.

No. 3.—Box same as above. Nine hoops plain. Price, §2.00.

Carromette —The popular board and cue game. Two styles.

No. 0.—Polished finish and fine covering. Price, $4.00.

No. 1.—Plain finish and covering. Price, $3.50.

Record Dials for Bezique and other Games.—These dials are the same as

those accompanying the most popular game of Bezique. Per set of four, price, 50 cents.

* Popular Pastimes for Field and Fireside.—The best book of popular

Amusements for the family ever published. Price, $1.50.

* Magic Fortunes.—A set of cards with emblems in colors, and complete direc-

tions for fortune-teUlng, for the amusement of a company of ladies and gentlemen.

Price, 30 cents.

* Poetical Predictions.—A parlor amusement for ladies and gentlemen. Price,

SO cents.

* New Conversation Cards.—With poetical quotations in the answers. Novel

and pleasing. Price, 30 cents.

* What Will you Give?—Very pleasing and novel. Price, 30 cents.
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FOn CHILDHEN FROM EIGHT TO TWELVE YEARS OE AGE.
* TuE Smashed-up Locomotive.—a mechanical puzzle for boys. This puzzle has

liail, and is still having a greater sale than any similar thing that we have ever known.

Price, 75 cents.

The Smashed-up Locomotive. — In polished black walnut box, slide cover.

Price, 11.25.

* The Model Ship Puzzle.—New. The immense popularity of the Locomotive

has suggested the construction of a similar puzzle with a full rigged Ship for a subject.

The size of the Ship is nearly twice that of the Locomotive. Price, $1.25.

The Model Ship Puzzle —In polished black walnut box, slide cover. Price, §1.75.

* AUTHOR.S.
—

"Well known; cheap edition. Price, 80 cents.

* Spelling Puzzle.—An alphabet game. Price, 30 cents.

* The Miser axd his Bags of Gold.—A folding board game. Morocco paper

and gilt covers. Price, 30 cents.

* The Eescue of Robinson Crusoe.—A folding board game, uniform with the

above. Price, 30 cents.

* The Queen's Guards.—A folding board game, uniform with above. Price, 30

cents.

* The Robbers and Giant.—A folding board game uniform with above. Price,

30 cents.

* Set and Take —A folding board game, uniform with above. Price, 30 cents.

* Wolf and Sheep.—A folding board game, uniform with above. Price, 30 cents.

* Sam Slick from Weathersfield to Paris and the Great Exposition.

—A comical combination of curious circumstances for ICO evenings. Price, 40 cents.

* Japiiet Jenkins' and Sally Jones' visit tu Bosting with the Old
Meere and a Load uv Pro-duce.—A side-splitting account of the above occur-

rence in the words of Japhet. Mate to Sam Slick. Price, 40 cents.

My Grandfather's Games.—Price, 30 cents.

Kriss Kringle's Christmas Tableaux.—A beautiful Moving.Diorama. Price,

$1.50.

* The Myriopticon.—An Historical Panorama of the Rebellion. Price, S1.25.

* The Historiscope, a Panorama and History of America.—Price, .'gl.25.

* Panorama of the Visit of Santa Claus to the Happy Children.—
Price, $1.25.

* Dissected Outline Map of the United States.—Engraved expressly for

this purpose. Price, 80 cents.

* Permutation Dissected Map of the United States.—Price, $1.00.

* Dissected Outline Map of Palestine in the Time of Christ.—Price, 75

cents.

* Dissected Outline Map of Jerusaleji and Vicinity in the Time of
Christ.—Price, 75 cents.

* Dissected Picture of Christ Blessing Little Children—Price, 75 cents.

* The Scripture Game of Who Knows.—Interesting and instructive in Bible

History. Price, 40 cents.

* Funny Picture Puzzle.—In black and white. A very amusing puzzle. Price,

30 cents.

* Silhouette Picture Puzzles.—Very pretty. Price, 30 cents.

* Puzzle Map of North America.—A cut up map in colors. Price, 30 cents.

Games of 1776.—Fox and Oeese. Twelve Men Morris. Three Men Morris. Soli-

taire. Siege. In colors, new. Price, 40 cents.

* The Kindergarten Weaving and Braiding.—A box containing cut papers
and patterns, with needle for weaving. For families. Price, 75 cents.
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* The Blown-up Steamer.—A fire engine puzzle, with names of parts. Price,

CO cents.

* The Yacht Puzzle.—A dissected yaclit, with names of parts. Price, 60 cents.

Solitaire Boards, with Glass Marbles —In several styles. Prices, $1.25, $1.35,

$1.45, .?;1.75.

Siege Boards, with Glass Marbles.—Prices, $1.40, 11.75, 12.00, $2.25.

The Parlor (Cross) Puzzle.—In wood. Price, 15 cents.

FOJt CHirniiEN FJtOM FIVE TO TEN TEARS OLD.

* Chinese Puzzle, and Old Santa Glaus Puzzle.—In one box. Price, 25

cents.

* New Picture Puzzle, No. 1.—One picture. Price, 25 cents.

* Dissected Pictures, No. 2.—Two pictures. Price, 50 cents.

* Dissected Pictures, No. 3.—Three pictures. Price, GO cents.

* Dissected Pictures, No. 4.—Four pictures'. Price, 75 cents.

* Alphabet and Object Tablets.—Price, 25 cents.

* Indestructible Ali-iiabet Picture Tablets.—Price, 75 cents.

The Little Object Teacher, No. 1.—Price, 75 cents.

The Little Object Teacher, No. 2.—Price, 50 cents.

* Contraband Gymnast.—Price, 25 cents.

* Alphabets Bewitched, or Letter Puzzle.—Price, 25 cents.

* Draw and Match, or Alphabetical Lotto.—Price, 26 cents.

* Dissected Pictures and Alphabets.—A double dissected picture puzzle.

Price, 75 cents.

* The Menagerie School Let Loose.—Size, 10x12. Beautifully colored. Price,

50 cents.

* • *

THE KINDERGARTEN ALPHABET AND BUILDING BLOCKS.

Set No. 00.—85 blocks. Containing Roman and script alphabets, large and small

letters, numerals and animals, plain wood finish without paint. Polished black wal-

nut box. Price, $1.75.

Set No. 0.—85 blocks. Same blocks and alphabets as above. Blocks painted. Price,

$1.75.

Set No. 1.—85 blocks. Containing Roman and script alphabets, large and small let-

ters, numerals and animals. Fine wood box. Price, $1.50 per box.

Set No. 2.—61 blocks. Containing Roman alphabets, large and small letters, numer-

als and animals. Fine wood box. Price, $1.25 per box.

Set No. 3.-38 blocks. Containing Roman alphabets, large and small letters, numer-

als and animals. Fine wood box. Price, 80 cents per box.

Set No. 4.—38 blocks. Containing Roman alphabets, large and small letters, numer-

als and animals. Fine wood box. Price, 50 cents per box.

Alphabet Blocks.—Brick form. Roman alphabets, large and small letters, and

numerals, 18 blocks. Same size and form as in larger sets. Paper box. Price, 30 cents

per box.
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BRADLEY'S PATENT CROQUET,

The manufacturers believe it is not necessary to enumerate at length the superior

points in their patented croqueteries, as it has for a long time been admitted by all ex-

pert players that the improvements embraced in Bradley's patent are essential to a

perfect game of croquet. Now if a superior article can be bought for the same price

that is asked for an inferior one there can be but little doubt which it is best to select.

Many seem to suppose that a set of croquet is unlike everything else, and that one set is

as good as another, so long as it has balls, mallets, &c., but the game of croquet is the

most scientific of any field game yet invented, and as such should be played with suita-

ble implements. The beauty and elegance of the finish is not Important, but there are

some points which are essential to an enjoyable game. The balls should be si)herical,

not egg-shaped or like an orange. The mallets should be well balanced, and the handles

firmly inserted in the heads. The following cuts represent three styles of mallets with

the method of insertmg the handles

:

^iG- 1- Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 is the Bradley improved shape mallet, which was designed when the English
dice cup shape was in favor, the principal object being to gain more weight in the mal-
let, and to give the handle a longer bearing in the head ; but this form also produces
a very beautiful effect, when the bands are painted to correspond with the balls. To
give finish to the head, the handles in all respectable croquet sets are fastened in by
blind wedging and gluing, hence the hole can not be bored entirely through the head
and at best must be somewhat shorter than the diameter of the head. Fig. 2 is the
common barrel-shaped head, which is equally as serviceable as the improved shape,
but not as elegant. Pig. 3 is another style, which is the barrel-shape with a groove
turned at the center, and the eftect of this groove, while intended for ornament, is to re-
duce the effective bearing of the handle in the head nearly one-half. In croquet
especially never sacrifice utility for real or imaginary beauty. Remember these cuts
when buying croquet.

5
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THE SOCKET BRIDGE.
The most valuable improvement that has ever been made in croquet is the socket

bridge, by means of which the bridges may be removed from the ground and replaced
again at pleasure, and when in place are held rigidly and in a perfectly upright position.

The following cut illustrates the relative merits of the common bridge and the patented
socket bridge :

t^Slj.^J'— H- »- 1 <.di-u>S3»iS

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 represents the usual appearance of the socket bridge when in use in whatever
soil it may be placed. Fig. 5 will be recognized by all as the general condition of the

ordinary bridge in a soft or sandy soil.

The following is a brief list of the improvements introduced into our several styles

:

Patent Socket Bridges ; Patent Plated Bridges ; Patent Indexical Balls ; Improved
Shape Mallets ; Center- Guard Packing Box ; Patent Indexical Rubber Covered Balls ;

Linen Plaited Mallet-Handles ; Croquet Record Dials.

The Book op Directions accompanying each of these sets, is by Prof. A. Bover,

and is acknowledged to be tlie standard authority for American Croquet.

Inquire for Bradley's Patent Croquet and see that the following trade mark is sten-

ciled on the top ofa chestnut box, and that the sockets accompany the set:

?^ PATD AP^

The sockets are wooden pins pointed at the end and having a hole in the other end

to receive a pier of the bridge ; twenty sockets accompany.each set.

Notice to All Our Readers.—A few of our most prominent publications are

noticed somewhat at length in this book, but all our readers are requested to examine

our condensed list—pages 45, 46, 47, 48—carefully, and to inquire of the dealers in such

goods for any that may seem of interest. Those havmg no * prefixed in the list, can

only be sent by express if ordered from us.
MILTON BRADLEY & CO.
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ANSWERS TO OUR PUZZLER.
[Note.—As it would very much lessen the interest in the puzzles, problems, rebuses,

&c., if the answers were easily accessible, we only present here a few of the various
styles. All the other answers may be obtained by sending a stamp to Milton Bead-
ley & Co., or may be found in any number of Work and Play, from January, 1872, to
April, 1872. On page 4 of this book, a misprint reads " January, 1871, to April, 1872."]

No. 1.— Julius Ccesar. Conquered Great Britain in the year 54 B. C. Defeated
Pompey at the battle of Pharsalia. Announced his victory at Zela, by the famous dis-
patch ' Veni, vidi, vici." Reformed the calendar. Was assassinated in the year 41
B.C.
Joan of Arc. Was believed by the French to have been sent from Heaven to save

their country. Was thought by the English to be a witch. Led the French troops and
defeated the English at the siege Of Orleans in 1429. Was finally captured by the Eng-
lish and burned at the stake.

Queen Elizabeth. Began to reign in 1558. Fostered the Protestant religion, and was
the means of giving to the church of England its present form. Caused Mary, Queen ""^

of Scots, to be beheaded. Defeated the Spanish Armada. O
Peter the Great. When twenty-five years old, left his throne and traveled over Eu- "^

rope in searcli of knowledge. Served, in disguise, as apprentice, to a ship-carpenter. JM
Defeated Charles XII. of Sweden, at Pultowa. Kaieed Russia from barbarism and ig- S
norance, and brought it into notice with the civilized world. Died in 1725.

^
Frederick the Great. Began to reign in 1740, and at that time had the best army in ,»

Europe. A nephew of George II. of England. Defeated the Austrians at Molwitz. P
Maintained a seven years' war against Austria, Russia and France, by which he gained ^i
Silesia.

Napoleon I. Was called the Man of Destiny. Was proclaimed emperor in 1805, All f^
the nations of Europe were arrayed against him. His downfall began in 1812. Was vj
banished twice. Died, in exile, in 1821. Ki
No. 2.—[Note.—In Hidden Poets. Hidden cities, towns, lakes, rivers, &c., the ^

required names'are found forming parts of other words.]
Wordsworth; Cowper; Keats; Young; Campbell; Gray; LongfeUow; White; Hood; ^5

MUton; Goldsmith; Thompson; Dryden; Poe. '"S

No. 3.—F-ax R. Stubborn things. Facts are stubborn things. *-. -^

No. 4.—N. chanting; A. waitmg; O. penning; B. leaving: Enchanting; Awaiting; Jtq h<
Opening; Believing. - -^

No. 6.—Change; Chang; Hang; Nag; Eng.

No. 7.—Open the knot sufficiently to pass the right hand through, as in the act of
luitying it. Then take the loop through which the hand was passed, and put it through

,

^
between the wrist and the cord surrounding it; pass the loop over the hand and draw P**.

it out again, and the knot is untied. gi^

No. 11.—You may break, you may shatter the vase if you will, ^9*

But the scent of the roses will hang round it still.

No. 23.

f WINslow.
Fillmore.
AndrE.

WINPIELD SCOTT. -{ ArnoLD.
Seward,

j COrnwallis.
[ LafayeTTe.

a*
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No. 12.—Problem I.

4

3

2

1
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No. 5-..

No. 54.

m

lUI

Ko. 56.—1, Carnation; 2, Dandelion; 3, Foxglove; 4, Love-in-a-mist; 5, Cowslip;

6, Peony; 7, Buttercup; 8, Shamrock; 9, Water Lily; 10, China Aster.

ANSWERS TO SUNDAY RECREATIONS.
No. 58.—Adoni Bezek,—Judges i.6, 7. Balaam—Judges xxii. 28—33. Candace
—Acts viii. 27,28. Daniel—Dan. vi. 10—26. Ehud—Ju<lges iii. 15, and Eglon—
Judges iii. 16—25. Felix—Acts xxiv. 27. Gideon—Judges vi. 11—14. Hagar—Gen.
xvi. 8—12. Isaac—Gen. xxii. 2. Jehit—If. Kings ix. 20. KoBAn—Num. xvi. 1—35.

Lot—Gen. xviii. 2r>, and xix. 26. Manoah—Judges xiii. 2, and xiv. 5, 6. Nebuchad-
NEZZAB—Daniel iv. 33. Og—Deut. iii. 11. PniNEiiAS—I. Chron. ix. 19, 20. Quartus
Rom. xiv. 23. Eaohab—Matt. 1, 5, Sanballat—Neh. iv. 1. Tobiah—Neh. iv. 3.

Uriah—II. Sam. xi. 15. Vopiisi—Num. xiii. 14. [Nahbi, the soti of Vophsi, was
sent.] Zeraii—II. Chron. xiv. 8—13.

No. 59.—1. Harosheth—Judges iv. 2. 2. Etam—II. Chron. xi. C. 3. Ai—Joshua
viii. 28. 4. Ramah-I. Sam. i. 19, 20. 5. Samaria—John iv. G-42. 6. Mesopo-
tamia—Gen. xxiv. 10. 7. Sarepta—Luke Iv. 26; I. Kings, Chap. xvii.

No. 60.—1. I. Kings xix. 19. 2. I. Sam. vi. 4. 3. Judges Vi. 17—21. 4. II. Kings
vi. 25. 6. II. Kings vi. 18. 6. II. Kings vi. 7. Joshua x. 2. 8. 11. Kings iv. 9.

Judges viii. 30. 10. I. Kings iv. 33. 11. Acts yji. 59. 12. Judges iv. 3. 13. II.
Chron. x.xv. 12. 14. I. Sam. ii. 1—7. 15. Isais,h 1. 3. 10. I. Kings xxii. 14. 17. Is.

Ixv. 24. 18. Gen.ii.22. 19. II. Kings xi.;. 15. 20. Ex.xxxvi.6. 2L Jud. iii. 16—22.
22. Jud. i. 15. 23. Gen. xviii. 6-8. 24. Dan. vii. 28. 25. Gen. xxv. 29—35. 26.

Amosiv. 1, 2. 27. Adam and Eve, whea they took the forbidden fruit. 28. Neh. ix.

21. 29. Jud. XX. 16. 30. N;eh. vii\, 8, 4. 31. Gen. xix. 24, 32. Deut. iii. 11. 33.
Jer. xxxvi. 23. 34. I. Sara. iv. l.'^ S5. IL Kings xii. 9. 36. I. Kings xviii. 38. 37.
Gen. iv. 22. 88. Ex. Xxxiv. 3S, 39. Josh. ii. 15. 40. Acts xix. 35. 41. Gen. iv. 21.

42. Is. xliv. 28-43. 43. Is, xxxviU, 14. 44. II. Chron. xxxvi. 9. 45. Gen. xxii. 3.
5* t
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ARE THE MOST

Beautiful in Design and Finish
Ever manufactured, and the prices are less than for a much plainer class of goods.

The above cut represents

4 BE^yTipUL JEWELRJ BOX!
A similar box for card games has a suitable design on the top. For variety, beauty and

durability, the Florence Goods are unsurpassed. Inquire for them
of your dealers in such goods, and you will be astonished

that such fine goods can be sold for such
low prices.

''FLORENCE HAIR BRUSHES!''
in great variety of patterns and sizes.

''FLOREWCE HAND MIRRORS!''
;,;

with bevel edge, extra French plate-glass.

''FLORENCE HAWD 31IRRORS ! "
with best white German glass.

"FLORENCE STAND MIRRORS!"
to fold, for use of travelers.

"FLORENCE POCKET MIRRORS !"

"FLORENCE CARD BOXES!"
' ^W^ Sold by all the leading Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers throughout the
United States, and in the Dominion of Canada.
(ji^^Dealers can be supplied with all kinds of "Florence" Goods^ at lowest terms, and

Price Jyl^ts will be sent to the trade, on application to

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.,
Springfield, Mass.
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Tl^e Woi\def Cciii\ei%.

BEG to announce that I have been appointed Sole Agent for the United States,
for the sale of a most beautiful and amusing invention for the entertainment of
the family circle. It has been recently patented for this country, after having
received the unanimous approval of thousands of purchasers in London, Paris,

Berlin, and all the principal European cities, and, when generally known in

the United States, will become more popular than the Stereoscope.

Is a Magic Lantern of an entirely new and pecnliar constriiction, by means of which
any opaque object, such'as Cartes-de-Visite, Medallions, Coins, Gems, Flowers, parts of
the Human Body, Insects' Shells, Interior of a Watch in Motion, Embroidery, Miner-
als, and thousands of other objects can be shown greatly enlarged upon a screen (which
acaompnTtiesthe Camera,) in all their 71 atural colors. Ordinary street gas is used- for

out of town use an oil lamp will answer.

THE WONDER CAMERA !

Enables the possessor of a Photograph Album to produce the life-size portraits of
their friends, and is thus an inexhaustible source of enjoyment; whereas the old magic
lantern becomes stale when the few accompanying glass slides have lost their interest.
Price, $35.00.

Ths Eztra Sse Wondsr Camera

!

Suitable for Sunday Schools or Public Exhibitions (used with Calcium Light,) is the
finest thing of the kind ever offered to the American public. Price, $75. 00.

5!^=' A specimen of the Wondee Camera is now on exhibition at my store, where
its effects may be witnessed, and where orders will be received.

JE. I. sonsMA^,
Emporium of Games and Home Amusements,

100 William Street, New Vyih.
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GET THE BEST!
WEBSTEK'S

Unabridged

DICIIOIAR!

f^ lad to add my testimony in its favor.

"p" very scliolar knows its value.

m lie most complete Directory of the Language.

I
I

I he best guide of students of our language.

TT e will transmit his name to latest posterity.

T^ tymological parts surpas^ses anything by earlier l.-iborers.

I g earing relation to Language Principia docs to Pliilosophy.

p xcels all others in defining scientific terms.

C o far as I know, best defining Dictionary.

rp ake it altogether, the surpassing work.

10,000
Words and Mean-
ings not in other

Dictionaries.

3000 Engravings.

lS4n P. Quarto.

Price, «12.00.

[Pres't Walker, of Harvard.]

[VV. H. Prescott, the Historian,]

[Dr. Dick, of Scotland.]

[John G. Wliittier.]

[Chancellor Kent.]

[George Bancroft.]

[Eliliu Burritt.]

[President Hitchcock.]

[Horace Mann.]

[Smart, the English Orthoppist.]

A necessity for every intelligent family. Student, Teacher and professional man.

—

What Library is complete without the best English Dictionary ? Published by

G. & C. MERRIAM,
^^ Sold by all Booksellers. Springfield, Mass,

THE NEW PARLOIt OAME OF

cAl. 1=1.HO ]^/fl: :hiT"!Es.

JUST THE THING FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.
There has long been a demand for a parlor game of skill, adapted to all ages, and

afforded at a small price.

HEBB IT IS IN CAni{03IETTE.
The board on which the game is played is only three feet long and one foot wide, light

and portable. The rubber cushion and cloth covering prevents all unpleasant noi.se.

By a slight variation in setting out the game the degree of skill necessary to successful

playing can be increaserl to any extent. The rules can be all learned in ten minutes by
any child eight year.s old.

irp=" For sale by all dealers in such goods.

MILTON BRADLEY & CO.
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FOR 18 72.

IWENIT-SErENTB TEAM.

rpHIS splendid weekly, greatly enlarged and improved, is one of the most useful and
-•- interesting journals ever published. Every number is beautifully printed on fine

paper, and elegantly illustrated with original engravings, representing

New Inventions, Novelties in Mechanics, Manufactures, Chemistry, Pho-
tograpliy, Arcbitecture, Agriculture, Engineering,

Science and Art.

Farmers, Mechanics, Inventors, Engineers, Chemists, Manufacturers, and people of

all professions and trades, will find the

OF GREAT VALUE AND INTEREST.
Its practical suggestions will save hundreds of dollars to every Household, Workshop

and Factory in the land, besides affording a Continual Source of Valuable Instruction.

The Editors are assisted by many of the ablest American and European writers, and
having access to all the leading Scientific and Mechanical Journals of the world, the
columns of the Scientific American are constantly enriched with the choicest informa-
tion.

AN OFFICIAL LIST OF AIL THE PATENTS ISSUED IS
JPUBLISBED WEEKL T.

The yearly numbers of the Scientific Americanm&ke Two Splendid Volumes of near-
ly 1000 pages, equivalent in size to 4u00 ordinary book pages.

Specimen Copies Sent Free.
TERMS.—»3 a Tear ; S1.50 Half Tear : Clubs of Ten Copies for One

Year, «3.50 Eacb, »25.00,

With a Splendid Premium to the person who forms the club, consisting of a copy of the
celebrated Steel-Plate Engraving, " Men of Progress.''

In connection with the publication of the Scien-

tific American, the undersigned conduct the most

extensive agency in the world for procuring

The best way to obtain an answer to the question

—

Can I Obtain a Patent? is to
write to MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row, New York, who have had over 25 Years' Expe-
rience in the business. No charge is made for opinion and advice. A pen-and-ink
sketch, or full written description of the invention, should be sent.
For instructions concerning American and European Patents—Caveats—Re-issues—

Interferences—Rejected Cases—Hints on Selling Patents-Rules and Proceedings of the
Patent Office—The New PatentLaY;s—Examinations—Extension8—infringements, &c.,
«&c., send for Instruction Book, which will be mailed free, on application. All business
strictly confidential. Address MUNN & CO.,

Publishers of the Scientific American,
37 Park Bow, New York.

PiTiiT
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The ^^Illustrated Phrenological JournaF

i^̂ JOURNAL

'0

V.r
A First- Class Family Magazine.

Devoted to Science, lilter-

ature and ffuncait
Improvement, with

Illustrative Engravings.

$3.CO a year. J1.50 tor balt-a

year. Specimen No's, first

post, 20 CtS. S. E. N\ ELLS,

I'ubUsheT and
Edit<,r,

3go

TS in every respect a First-Class Fam-
-^ ily Magazine. Its articles are of

the higliest Interest to all. It teaches

what we are and how to make the most
of ourselves. The information it con-

tains on the Laws of Life and Health is

well worth the price of the Magazine to

every family. It is entirely safe to say

that if this Journal were read in ev-

ery family, life there would be smoother

and far happier than it sometimes now
is. As a guide to

PARENTS AND TEACHEKS,
in educating and training children, this

Magazine has no superior, as it points

out all the peciLliarities of character and
disposition, and renders government
and classification not only possible but

easy.

TERMS.
Monthly, at $3 a year, in advance. Single numbers, 30 cents. Clubs of ten or more,

$2 each, and an extra copy to agent.

We are offering the most liberal premiums. Inclose 15 cents for a sample number,
with new Pictorial Poster and Prospectus, and a complete list of Premiums. Local
Agents wanted everywhere. ^SW Cash commission given.

Hand Books for Home Imj^rovement,
HOW TO WRITE-HOW TO TAI.K—HOW TO BEHAVE—HOW TO

DO BUSINESS, bound in one large handsome volume, post-paid, for $2.25. It is a
capital book for agents.

LIFE AT HOME, or. The Family and its Members.—Including Husbands
and Wives, Parents, Children, Brothers, Sisters, Employers and Employed, the Altar
in the House, &c. By Rev. William Aikman, D. D. Tinted paper, fancy muslin, bev-
eled boards. Price, $1.50; full gilt, $2.00.

HOPES AND HELPS FOR THE YOUNG OF BOTH SEXES, Relating to
the Formation of Character, Choice of Avocation, Health, Conversation, Cultivation of
Intellect, Moral Sentiment, Social Affection, Courtship and Marriage. By Rev. G. S.
Weaver. Muslin, §1.50.

,.^™S AND AIDS FOR GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN, on the various Du-
ties ot Life, liicluding Physical, Intellectual and Moral Development, Self-Culture,improvement. Dress, Beauty, Fashion, Employment, Education, the Home Relations
ttieir L>uties to 1 oung Men, Marriage, Womanhood and Happiness. $1.50.

^.^^YS OF LIFE, showing tlie Right Way and the Wrong Way. Contrasting the

??'°A
ay and the Low Way; the True Way and the False Way ; the Upward Way andthe Downward Way; the Way of Honor and the Way of Dishonor. $1.00.

III^°' Copies of these books should be placed in every Family Library. Will be sentby mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Address all orders to

S. R. WELLS, Publisher,
389 Broadway, New York. "•
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THE
i

'

"Jife pufance €oJ

OF SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
CHAS. McLEAN KNOX, Secretary. CALEB IIICE, President.

AVERY J. SMITH, Asst. Secretary. E. W. BOND, Vice-Pres't.

JAMES WEIR MASON, Actuary.

D. P. SMITH, M. D., Jledical Examiner.

Assets, $3,500,000. Annual Income, $ J,250.000,1

^W This Company offers to tlie public all the real advantages tliat can be with safety

conceded by any. It is firmly established, having been in successful operation for the
j

past nineteen years.
»«

,

IT IS PURELY MUTUAL. *

It Pays Dividends at the Beginning of th^ Second Year,

And annually thereafter, on the contribution plan. '

It has paid out to living members over S>750.000 in dividends.

Its disbursements to the families and relatives of deceased members, have reached

a still larger sum, or over ^1.600.000.
Its average rate of mortality has been very favorable.

It is economical in expenses.

Its rates of premiums are as low as they can be with safety to the insured.

No extra rate is charged on the lives of females.

It issues most liberal policies, with but little restriction on travel.

All the most popular kinds of policies are issued.

AZ,1, ITS POLICIES AltE MAHIS

NON-FORFEITABLE BY LAW OF THE STATE,
And no other State offers equal advantages in this respect.

EXAMPLES.
Charles H. Abbott of Milwaukie, "Wis., insured May 6th, 1864, under Policy No.

8,096, for $2,000, paying annually. His policy lapsed May 6th, 1867. He died April 9th,

1868, by burniug of the steamer "Sea Bird" on Lake Michigan, more than eleven

months after the premium was due and unpaid. The whole amount of the policy, less

unpaid premiums, was promxjtly paid under the non-forfeiture law.

Hugh McWilliams of Burlington, Vt., insured May 25th, 1870, under Policy No.

25,148, for Si,000, paying quarterly. His policy lapsed November 25th, 1870. He died

January 19th, 1871, two months after the premium was due and unpaid ; he having made
only two quarterly paijments. The whole amount of the policy, less unpaid premiums,

was promptly paid February 3d, 1871, under the non-forfeiture law.
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Silifii

COLORING AND BEAUTIFYING
THE—

IT WILL CHANGE

Iray mm to Its Batural I

—AND

—

:promote its growth.
Clean and Delicious to use. It contains no Lac Sulphur, Lead, Sil-

ver, or any other Poison, and has no Odor except that

of a Pleasant Perfume.

CERTIFICATE,
20 State Street, Boston, February' 2, 1871.

J. E. Morrill, Sir:—The specimens of your Coloring Tincture for the
Hair, submitted to me for examinatibn, have been analyzed with the following
result : They are entirely free from Lac Sulphur, Lead or Silver, and do not

contain poisonous substarices of any hind.

Respectfully, S. DANA HAYES,
State Assayer and Chemist for Massachusetts.

ADDRESS. OftDERS TO

MORRILL & CO., Proprietors,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Sold by Retail Dealers in Medicine throughout the country.

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
GEO. C. GOOD^WIN & CO., Boston.

JOHN r. HENRY, College Place, New York.
SISSON, BUTLER & CO., Hartford, Conn.
TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford. Conn.


